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he . was
Mr.
. .
.
.. . . 1. t
Zanesville, Ohio, March' 28. (By they let five or six men get together X school board of education are se- - X Washington avenues and wps caused Edgar Wheeler. The testimony of
umi rw-1. "By Do means. The government
it
lijai no Deneveuj i,
to a ch at alleged
was
relative
Wheeler
t he physician's
X
X
Rethe
from
lected
at
line.
plunge
Zanesville's
The
by
into
to
alleged
others
to
Phone
large.
would
be
to
city
and
inter
secured
have
the first
know
Pittsburgh.)
whip
Hbkan coal lands be
by
have been placed under the board
about it."
30,000 inhabitants, 10,000 of whom are publicans have a convention Satur- X You may, therefore, vote for live X when the board is said to htve given to
est friendly to the railroad.
The oneniug was perhaps four.tc sustain it after it was replaced
X v ay
"If we are certain of our claims Other letters were then introduced homeless, saw today the first gleam of day. Wouldn't it be nice for them to X without regrad to precinct.
You may scratch any name on X or five inches wide and pel haps two when the pipes connecting with the
V.e need not be worried, ' wote Mr. and the witness was questioned as hope since the flood in the Muskingum meet Saturday night and put up an en- X
He
wash basin had been adjusted.
Osborne. "Mr. Pollard shou'd see to tt their meaning.
Spec'al Assistant river swept through the city three tire ticket of their own. Where would X one ticket and substitute It with X fret in length. It is near tie window
wash-stantestified that he could not find such
the
under
and
almost
X
X
name
on
the
stationary
I
other
ticket.
Townsend
to
election?
The
commenced
had
we
before
river
are
located
this
claims
a
any
coal
some
say,
Attorney
.It. that
be,
objected
days ago.
day
with running water which caus- a cleat supporting the board.
and I think that this can be dona line 'of examination, saying the con- to recede, reinforcements, from the I am willing to fight the Republicans X You may use a sticker with X
The board which is alleged to have
without making any noise about it." tents of the letters spoke for them- national guard on duty in the streets again as in the past. The Republicans X name of your candidate and paste X ed all the trouble.
The testimony In the suit of Dr. given way when Dr. Sloan stepped on
X It over the name you scratch out. X
"What do you think Mr. Osborne selves. The objection was overruled
is still in court
via Hard-jil- .
Sloan against the .Wood-Dlueant by saying this might be done however.
(Continued on page five).
(Continued on page eight).
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Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.

SAID

$5,000

FAINT

Lo;v4 Unable to Stand
On Her Feet More Than a Few

firs. Delia

Minutes

TOPIC OF THE DAY

MANV1LLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

23, 1313.

SHE
WOULD

CONTEST IS LEADING

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

MARCH

FRIDAY,

at a Time.

Pendergrass, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long,
thiB place, in a recent letter, says:
"For five or six years, 1 suffered agon
les with womanly troubles.
Often. I couldn't sit up more than a
OFF
BIG PRIZE CONTEST IS JUST STARTING
ONLY FEW WEEKS TO RUN few minutes at a time, and if I stood
on my feet long, I would faint.
TO MEN AND WOMEN
OF SANTA FE AND STATE OF NEW
OPEN
I took Cardul, and It helped me ImNow, I can do my work all
mediately.
MEXICO ENTER NOW AND BE THE FIRST IN FIELD.
the time, and don't suffer like I did."
Take Cardul when you feel 111 In any
way weak, tired, miserable, or under
the weather. Cardul Is a strength-bui- !
"ing tonic medicine for women.
ii has been found to relieve pain and
IT COSTS NOTHING TO TRY
distress caused by womanly troubles,
am! is an excellent medicine to have oa
THERE WILL BE NO LOSERS han:! nt all times.
Cardul acts oit the womanly constitution, building up womanly strength,
tonhv; up the nerves, and regulating
the womanly organs.
winTha main lopic of co'.versatlon in numbered among the twenty-fivIts Hlf century of success Is duo to
Santa Fe and the state of New Mex- ners, will receive a commission. There- meri. It has done good to thousands.
YOU MUST PAINT THE NEW HOUSE; YOU OUGHT TO PAINT THE
Will you try it? It may be Just what
ico just now is The Now Mexican's fore, there will be no losers, and each
about
Ask
need.
OLD
you
your
druggist
ONE, IT PAYS BECAUSE IT SAVES THE HOUSE.
rewarded
bo
wil!
in
and every eaudldate
iiicantic subscrlotion campaign
Cardui. He will recommend it.
YOU'LL ENJOY HOME MORE IF YOUR HOUSE IS NEWLY, BRIGHTwhich over $5,000 in rich prizes will for his or her effort, no matter how
N. P
Write tm Ladles' Advisory
small.
Dnt.,Ch.f
be given away absolutely free.
LY PAINTED
SO WILL YOUR WIFE AND FAMILY.
,
for Special
uooe.t Medicine Co..
COMPLETE LIST OF PRIZES.
The enthusiasm over the grand capbook, "Horns TresUMDl
THE USE OF LIVING UNLESS YOU LIVE?
WHAT'S
Infitnirtionf, and
The list of prizes and manner of dis- hr Women," sent In plain wrapper, on requttt.
ital prize $1,000 in gold coin and
OUR PAINTS "STICK" AND HOLD THEIR COLOR.
the other twenty-fou- r
big prizes i8 not tribution is as follows:
Gold
Coin
One Thousand Dollars in
Sole Ageits For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
confined to Santa Fe alone, the cities
brought the crowed coaches to an
WOOD -and towns of New Mexico outside of To be awarded the candidate securing pbrubt stop on the edge of a tottering
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
Fe are waking up to the fact the greatest number of votes in tho bridge, spanning the l'assumpsic river. Phone 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
that there is something unusual in entire contest, regardless as to dis- ' The 125 passengers who scrambled
the air, and a great number of wide- trict limitations.
out of the cars to learn the cause of
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Four $450 Story and ClarK Pianos, their sudden
awake, progressive men and women
shaking up receded a
of Learnsrd-Undemahave already entered their names in (purchased
second shock when trainmen reportthe race and have started out to win. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.) To be award- ed that another bridge, a mile back,
This contest is just starting off and ed the candidate having the greatest had been swept away a moment after
Phone Black
Phone Black
candi number of votes in each of tho four their train had cleared it.
it will behoove
prospective
dates to enter their names now and districts after the grand capital prize
The engineer and firemen by a lucky
be tho first in the field. Those whoihas been awarded.
chance dropped into the open water
Indian
Four
$200
motorcycles,
(pur
now
find
will
work
subscripbegin
and swam ashore not much the worse
tions much easier to secure than if chased of Neal & Kirkpatrick, Agents, for their experience.
be
awarded
To
Santa
N.
the
Fe,
M.)
latthey wait until along toward the
Ut part of the campaign when nearly candidates having the second highest
orinumber of votes in each of the four
HOTEL ARRIVALS..
overyone has either subscribed
promised their support to others. This districts.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
contest is of short duration ana you
Four $150 Diamond Rings, purchasMONTEZUMA.
cannot afford to lose a single day.
ed of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fo,
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporW. H. Brown, City.
NOW IS THE TIME TO BEGIN.
N. M.) To be awarded the candidates
A. E. Carver, Denver.
tant part. The grandfather would
This prize contest is open to any having the third highest number of
10.
W. Saunders, San Francisco.
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- reputable man or woman in Santa Fe votes in each of the four districts.
Henry Essinger, City..
or the state of New Mexico. It does
Four Trips to the Paciiic Coast,
W. W. Zollman, Denver.
ern home and why all this light ? To
s
not cost one penny to compete, and (including
at Los Angeles.
J. F. Quinn, St. Joe, Mo.
there are no inconsequential formal! San Francisco, Salt Lake City and
make the home more homelike to make
Domestic Lump
Fancy Egg
W. S. Rose, Frisco, Cal.
Fancy Lump
t'es to comply with in order to become Denver.) To be awardpd tlie candi.1. W. Johnson,
City.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
!a candidate.
Simply clip the nomina- dates having the fourth highest numJ. P, Shuhon, Albuquerque.
disvotes
of
each
of
and
in
ber
the
four
this
article
blank,
following
tion
for father, mother and children. Good light
Fletcher, Cincinnati.
jsend in your name. This coupon en tricts.
U. Atkinson, Chicago,
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
to
votes
titles you
to start with.
5,000
Four $73 I. C. S. Scholarships, (se.lack Dickson, Albuquerque.
Phone One Double 0 J.
When your nomination Is received by cured
Mr.
Stato
desired.
MacCurdy,
through
Mrs. J. H. Lawrence, Sterling, 111.
the contest department a receipt book
To be
Agent, Albuquerque. N. M.)
A. G. Edwards, Denver.
and full information will be sent.
awarded the candidate having the
R. T. Prall, Denver.
Votes are secured by clipping the fifth
highest number of votes in each
R. A. Mitchell, Adv. Mgr. Donald
sefrom
ai.d
the papers
coupons
by
of the four districts.
Brian Co.
curing subscriptions to the Santa
Four $25 Gold Watches, (purchased
J. W, Watson, Pueblo, Colo.
Fe New Mexican, New Mexican ReTHE RELIABLE
of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, N. A. h. Taylor, Albuquerque.
A
view and El Nuevo Mexicano. Votes M. To be
awarded the candidates
EUROPEAN.
will be issued on each
James T. Garrett, Torrance.
turned in, the number of votes depend- ,
o
f
each
yote8
iaMtM.
ft
W. F. Willhite, City.
.
...
ing entirely upon the length of time
Kirk Crosby, El Paso.
r
w
milMlOiMiif
(o ntktri
ir itn unho1.
(Qaa
WORK
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE
.offered; six for each district, besides
ule).
the grand prize $1,000 In bold. The
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
VOTES GET PRIZES.
'total value exceeds $5,000.
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Your
will
refund
if
money
druggist
Tho winners of the twenty-fivIENT as to touch the button and
mag- iWRITE
OR CALL ON
CONTEST PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
any
rlficent prizes offered by this paper;
FOiTftR
case
of
or
Blind,
Itching,
Bleeding
your stove Is ready to cook your
will be decided by the number of votes
Further information regarding this
You Can
Have Your House
received. The candidate securing the great prize contest may bo had by Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. SOc.
iron ready to use, your toasted
greatest number of vots in the en- calling on or writing the Contest Edi
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
PROPOSALS.
for
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
tire contest will be awarded the grand tor of The Santa Fe New Mexican.
ready
Treasury Department,
for the fray, your washer
um
cleaner
prize 11,000 in gold coin. SUer the Contest phone 31J.
ready
Office of the Secretary.
Percolators , Grills,
big cash prize has been awarded the
Phone 223
to
fan
cleanse,
ready to cool the heatD.
ready
1913.
March
15,
Washington,
C,
candidates securing the highest numIrons, Etc.
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
Proposals are hereby solicited, to
ber of votes in each of fhe four dist- ENGINEER WITH
be opened in the office of the Superricts will receive the $450 pianos;
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
QUICK EYE
vising Architect,
Treasury Departthe second highest, the $200 Indian
day and n'ght Estimates and full informent, Washington, D. C, at 10 o'clock
motorcycles, and so on down the line
a.
on
mation cheeerfully given.
m.,
for
sale
1913,
14,
the
April
until all the prizes have been award
or donation to the United States of a
ed.
Lyndonville, Vt March 2S. Facing corner lot,
and conveniently
Any candidate who turns in sub what appeared Co be imment death located andcentrally
suitable for a Federal
scriptions during this campaign, but Egineer John Eastman, of a passenger
New Mexbuilding site at Santa
who does not get enough votes to be train from Montreal
for Boston, ico. The site must be Fe,
approximately
25,500 square feet in area, and if the
ToEIPaso.Bisbee, Douglas and
CANTA
lot offered is rectangular, its miniI L all
I IYU1U
mum dimension must be not lees than
points in New Mexico, Ari140 feet.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Upon application the Postmaster
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
will supply prospective bidders with
a circular giving particulars as to rePHONE 85 MAIN.
quirements and instruction for preparation of bids and data to accompany
L
same.
W. G. McADOO,
-Secretary.
SWASTIKA
FACTORY WOOD
Of

TRY OUR CENTURY OIL.

--

--

WINTER GROCERY CO.
PHOITE 40

Your house

e

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Chatanoo-a,Tenn.-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

DAVIS HARDWARE

COMPANY.

n

LEO HERSCH

45

II

Wood

oal

light!

45

I

(

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL

stop-over-

-

j

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."

1

POWER

n fl If
. OrMllllO, ELECTRICIAN,

n

N'

-

e

Wired While

J.

SAUES
HIS PASSENGERS

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
FPfiM

jAll 11

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

FP

East

The

For Rates and Full Information Address

EUGENE FOX,

NEW MEXICO

TEXAS.

ROSWELL,

'Tie

INSTITUTE

Loeated In tbe beautiful Pecos
Valley, 8.700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
1UEAL
uch as oaanot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern la every respect.
Regents :
B. A. CA HOON. President.
J. E. RHEA.
.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and Illustrated
address,

C0L.JAiW.WIUS0S.Snpl.

cata-ogn-

AM? RETAI
03l LUMP

Address.:
as a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
prize contest.
This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and address properly filled in and mailed or delivered to the contest department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
us 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in
this contest. Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Clip this blank and send in today.
ONLY ONE NOMINATION

BLANK ACCEPTED FOR EACH

CANDIDATE

NOMINATED.

VOTE COUPON
The Santa Fe New Mexican's

$5,000.00 Prize Contest
100 VOTES
For Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
Address

SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Thoughtful Buying

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

'

West Point of the Southwest.

War Department.

Lr

hereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes for

NEW MEXICO.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

1

WOOC.

Miss, Mr. or Mrs

I

F-

MILITARY

- $5,000.00
PRIZE CONTEST

I

West

b?g

CAPITAL COAL YARD

$5,000.00

Bor

Best
Route

Nomination
Blank
The Santa Fe New Mexican's

-

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address

filled in. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican. 5anta Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes,
Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.

Will Lower Your
BARTELDES
Cost of Living

s
E

BY JOHN P. FALLON.

It has been laid down as economic law that lowered cost gained through simple change In supplying your wants carries with it
no loss of pleasure in consumption.
This means you can oftentimes
of living by
lower your cost
thoughtful buying for example;
Mercerized silk serves the purpose
of its users and gives as much
pleasure as the more expensive
kinds. A sewing machine stripped of its nickel plate and artistic
finish (but with the same mechanism) costs less than the original
article. A coat lined with cambric
costs less than one lined with high
grade silk, yet the year Is practically the same.
,
You should think not only of
what can be saved as between different articles and their use, but
as between different stores and
buying seasons as well.' Read the
advertisements In The Santa Fe
New Mexican closely and constantly every day and they will help
you keep your cost of living down
to a minimum. They will direct
you to the right store at the right
time.

"Fixit Shop

Western Seeds
For Western Planters
Once used

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood

Alway s used. If not
will supply you

at your dealer, we

E

direct.

'GUNS, BICYCLE,

J Catalogue Free.
DRY FARJf-N- Q
OUR SPECIALTY
SEEDS.

Our

D

191

LOCK, KEY

ana

UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.

S

Doz 1804. Dept. 4,

DENVER, COL

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

128

Gallsteo

St

Phone

109

J

Spring is Here!

January 28. 1913.
Department of the Interior,
have
Why
Notice la hereby given that Pile-meDone
Pino do Alarid, heir of Jose
Upholstering
de la Crus Pino,' of Gallsteo, N. M.,
Re
and
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homepaired ?
stead Entry No. 014679, for SW
and We make Mission Furniture,
Sec. 81, Twp. 12 N
BW

not

that

Furniture

1-- 4

1--

N

1-- 2

NW

1--

SW

1-- 4

NW

1--

Section

11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of Inten-

6, Township

,

Shelving, Counters, Steplad-derand do all kinds
of repairing.

s,

P.
tion to make five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
NOVELTY WORKS.
U. a Land Office at Santa Fe. N. U,
on the 10th day of March, 1013.
X04 GALISTEO ST.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Telephone 157 W. ;; SANTA FE, N, M.
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopes, of Leyla,
A lima want ad costs but a few,
N. M, Antonio Villanueva,
Agnstln
oenta and brhuni wonderful results
Ramirez, of Gallsteo, N. M.
when published la the New Miihisa.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. Try one.

J.F.RHOADS

j

FRIDAY, MARCH

H,n.mnimiiiHmii;iIlllffilKHimiHHHmilllimmilllll?miliniig

SHiirr,m1M1

Bof&'tLook

Before
Your Time
Old

HAGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

28, 1913.

TOMAN'S delicate system requires
more than ordinary care ana at
tention more care and attention Mian
it is given by the average woman,
and
Neglect it and ills soon creep In,
the look of old age, sometimes quickly,
sometimes gradually loiiows.
women, brings with it the sunken eheftt, the

WHO'S WHO IN WILSON'S

M'iMe4
Denver & Rio Grande R. R. i

BY COR

CABINET

THREE

i

(By J. Campbell Cory.)
William Jennings Bryan, who
jean phrase a sentence that has not
untn ulitatly written? ins name has
'
become a household byword, symnony-miniThat backache, so common among
of deteut and victory of ridi-- I
and soon ttie youthful body is no nioieyoulh.wl
i
all because of lack of attention,
cule and plaudit. The lineaments oi
ful in appearance-a- nd
, , .
.t.
liava at vmir
-i. --wiit-his kindly face an; almost as well
jruu
Thn is tin reason whV you snouia tie BO uniunmraui,
known to tiie
average American
is the design of the
as
school
uw
boy
nie-on
sands upon thousands of testimonies
to Its
r 40
stars and stripeB. He is the only rnafi
accumulation
Neither narcotics nor alcohol nr to be
in American history who has been
found In this famous prescription, liruulales
Overcome,
displacements.
thrice deiealed for the presidency, and
irregularities. Corrects
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE
lti
loWrat
mprs
up nerves,
painful periods. Tones
in medicines,
he
has turned Unit very fact into pe-- j
dealers
Sold
by
health.
perfect
in liquid or tablet form.
titulary and political profit.
Dr. Pierre's Medirnl Ariviuer, nrwlu
Like James G. Blaine and other
edition, annum hmtt
eftltUcate quetiont about which every
statesmen of an early day, Bryan acwoman.tinvle or married ought toknow.
cepts the premier post in the cabinet
5!!IUHIHIIIIHHMJE!ni!!HailSS18ilISJUililIsin3ilIHIIIJIU!IIIIIIIIIHHIIlllll!R alter nromiiR-n- i candidacy and treTHROUGH LINE TO
mendous effort to secure the higher;
honor ot presidency.
Many of his
closest friends believe that, in lessen-and reducing his'
'ing his dignity
chances for another whirl at the "big
thing" but Bryan miviely explains
formulated
that, having personally
and long fought for the policies upon
'
which Wilson has been elected, it is
call on
For Information as to Rates, Reservations,
his duly, as a partiot and a statesman,
to do all in his power to help guide the
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New T
BY ALBERT FORD FERGUSON,
ship of state through the channels
A tiny spot appears on the face of
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
which lie has charted.
the sun.
a
piece
Immediately a torpedo rips
When he became famous as a great
.H--i- fiom the surface of tlie ear.h 92,000,- orator in the Chicago convention, Mr'
000 miles away!
Bryan was a poor and comparatively
'
THOROUGH WORK.
Or a blizzard wraps a dozen states
obscure editor of a western newspu-- ;
CARDS
ir. its freezing arms!
per. Since then, though denied the
How a Santa Fe Citizen Found FreeOr a deluge of rain fills the beds
'realization of his presidential ambl-- .
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
j"
dom From Kidney Troubles.
r. rivers and streams and hurls death
tion, he has accumulated a handsome
backache
from
suffer
If
you
and destruction everywhere!
'
competence, largely through his writ
'
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
From urinary disorders
No matter which of these happens
ings, the exercise of his remarkable
City Attorney.
of the kidneys,
disease
curable
Any
and
somewhere
obeyed
the
lecture
has
storm
talents
upon
the
platform,
king
Capital City Bank Building,
tested
Use
a
kidney
remedy.
from
him
to
came
the
his
of
the earnings
1he command that
personal organ,
Booms
"HE HAS TRAVELED 300,000 MILES TO MAKE 3,000 SPEECHES TO 3,- Doan's Kidney Bills have been testCommoner.
the sun a lackey of Old Sol to jump
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
AUDITORS.
000,000
ed
thousands.
by
the instant a button is pressed.
Mr. Bryan has probably addressed
cfln
Fe
Mrs.! Santa
testify.
people
a larger number of persona in public tour of the world in 1900, and was re- Khali be regarded as a farm.
It was just such a spit, no doubt, j
Can you ask more convincing proof
G. W. PRICHARD,
con-- :
( n the
sun, that caused the
than any other living American, not ceived with distinguished considera- Bryan bus been the commoner's
Attorney and Counsel!or-at-Law- ,
conti- stant companion and helper, and is re- of merit?
tornado which has rip-- ;
Olio tion in Japan, China, Russia,
excepting Theodore Koosevelt.
Practices in all the District Courts
ot
Pasquale Yannl, shoemaker, College
of the friends of "the Commoner" said nental Kurope and Great Brilain. lie garded by her friends us a woman
pea this week a great hole in the mid1902 and gives special attention to case
"In
of
had
N.
three
St.
have
Santa
o!
rare
says:
Hex.,
Edward
Fe,
with
They
an
audience
ability.
includ-dle of our map, killing hundreds
had
King
during the 11)08 campaign that,
William Jennings, Jr., I gave a public testimonial In praise before (he State Supreme Court.
persons, splitting thousands of dwelling his trip around the world in 190(1, England, and the lord chancellor children Until,
ot Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect Ollice: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
millions
in
Grace.
and
and
twain
destroying
ings
he had traveled, since his first defeat praised him before the interparlia
in property.
A great statesman once remarked that they had cued me of pain In my
That distim
for the presidency, more than 300,000 mentary conference.
kidneys.
his that he would "nilher be rluht than back, caused by disordered
cheered
HARRY D. MOULTON,
in tmiilirt swift times finished
How is it, you ask, tint so distant
assemblage
a good
Attorney-at-Law- .
a force as a speck on the glowing orb
to a total of not less than 3,000,000 speech and odopted his international be president." With all of his defeats Work obliges me to sit down
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and possible errors of judgment, there deal and this weakened my kidneys,1
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the California gulf port In the south,
Not only do the Sonora state troops
now hold every Sonora border port
of entry, but the constitutionalists of
other frontier btates liohl every other
port with the exception of Juiuvz.
Huerta soldiers on the way to (iuay- mas by boat from Munzauillu, have
been detained at Mazatlan, in Sinaloa,
where conditions are chaotic,
refugees report. Tho governor is under
arrest and the city under martial law.
Federal troops under General M.
Gildaily are deserting to the side of

. i.

r

.

..

.I. ,
quinine tue

.

i
"useiiis, mnj
j

federal ranks in one day last week.
North of Ortif, a few miles above
Sonora state
Chicago, 111.. March 28. Plans for Cuaymas, itthe insurgent
r rArt
;
t.jt un
iui.y o,
;a comprehensive drainage system for j 1,001,8 coiiecu
men, say persons coming from Her- the country which would prevent flood
the gtate c ,ta
and make impossible recurrences of lnogil,
the recent disaster in Ohio and Indiana, will be considered at the Nation- EXCITMENT OF
al 1'.. linage congress in St. Louis,
DAYTON FLOOD IS
April 10.
In a te!?r:."?Pi received here today
DEATH
CAUSE
by Edmund T. Perkins, chairman of
the (. v. cutive committee of the orSan Francisco, Cal., March 28. Kil-- i
ganization, President Woodrow Wilflood in Chio, Fred-- j
son e pressed great regret at his in- led by news of the
for 15 years post-- :
crick
G.
Withoft,
ability to attend the meeting in St. master of Dayton, is dead today at the
Louis iid added:
of his son in Oakland, where he
j
"The calamities in Indiana and inome
had been visiting. Mr. Withoft was
Ohio make clearer than ever before
president of the National Association
jthe imperative and immediate neces-- j of First Class Postmasters, a thirty-- i
sity for a comprehensive and syste-- ! second degree Mason, a Mybtic Shrin-jrr- ,
maiic plan for drainage and flood con-- I
a member of the Dayton City Club,
trol. I very earnestly hope that your
friend of Governor Cox and
fedfration may take a long step for-- j iaat personal
one time chairman of the Dayton
ward in this direction."
Commercial league. The body will be
Chairman Perkins sent the follow- 'taken back to Dayton.
ing message in reply to President
Mr. Withoft was about to return to
Wil. on:
his home when the first rev3 came of
"Kecognizing the unavoidability of the disaster that had overtaken it.
Kach succeeding edition of the news-thNational V,
,v
Drainage congress sad- to
and
dem by the tremendous flood disas- PLpers addedwhich his excitement
depression,
finally resulted in a
ters Inflicted upon our country, and fatal stroke of
apoplexy.
knowing that such catastrophies are
of
less,
the
nei.,
accept
responsibility
ri renting to the neoDle and to the OTERO COUNTY
congress of the United States a plan
COMMISSIONERS
to alleviate and prevent the recur- renre of loss of life and property, and
ARE IN
we respectfully suggest that, lacking
your personal presence, the greatest
Alamogordo, N. M.; March "28;The
imi rtus which could be given our
or commissioners
of Otero
work, would be the presence of Secre- - bard
tary Lane, and an official exposition county is now in session, sitting as
Instead of
by him of the needs of our country the board of equalization.
fop drainage and flood prevention, merely revising the tax asses.smTent
Will you confer with him at the cabi- - schedules of 1912, the board is con-t meeting today, and if agreeable fronted with the difficult problem of
to him, draft him into our service?" making an entirely new schedule, in
compliance with the assessment act
which was passed at the last session
of the legislature. The intent of the
BANKER CONVICT
old law was to have all property asIS GIVEN FREEDOM sessed
at actual cash value, as nearly
as could be arrived at. Under that
Leavenworth, Kan., March 28. Wil- law, cattle in this county was assessed
liam H. Montgomery, of Pittsburgh, last year at $11 a head. The new-ac-t
provides that the assessment
Pa., a banker, was released from the
of the actual
federal prison today and left at once shall be upon
for Kansas City to take a train for cash value. It appears to be the genPittsburgh. Montgomery was released eral Impression that the board will
on a pardon which was one of the last multiply the values of 1912 by three
and make the assessment upon
official acts of President Taft.
of the amount. Under any othMontgomery was cashier of the Aler arrangement the county
would
conwas
National
and
bank
legheny
victed on two counts for abstracting show an alarming deficit in revenue.
funds. On one count his sentence was R. F. Balthis, supervisor of the Alamo
ten years and on the other count five national forest reserve, has been beboard 'to give expert
years. ITe was charged with the thefH fore the
as to the value of timber and
of $1C9.000.
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28,
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jlumbus.
Washigton, V). C, .March 28. When
rresldent Wilson was advised today
of tho progress of Secretary Garrison's
Fi.ocii'.l train toward the flood district,
jthe president was still holding him jself in readiness to go lo Dayton at
an hours notice from tlto secretary,
A special train uf relief supplies leaves
late today.
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grazing lands.
The loss in transit of a carload of
stoves is delaying the removal of the
200 ApacheB from the Oklahoma reservation to the Mescalero reservation in
Otero county, The Indians will travel from Oklahoma to Tularosa In a
special train and will bring with them
The overland trip from
100 horses.
Tularosa to Mescalero can be made
easily with the teams and conveyances at the reservation. Extensive
preparations have been made for the
settlement of the new band.
Mr. and Mrs. James Turner and
Miss Mary Stewart have arrived
Texas, for a visit with Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Stewart.
J. J. Dale, cashier of the First State
bank of Tularosa is here today looking after business matters.;A social dance will be given Saturday evening at the Beavers' hall by a
committee of Mexican citizens.
.
Sam Blocker, in charge of the timber of the Mescalero reservation, is a
business visitor here today.
Miss Nannie Osborn of Pueblo, Colo.,
has arrived for a visit with Miss Geo.
Stewart.
Miss Olive Thomas returned lant
night after a visit with friends in Kl
Paso.
from-Slato-
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and
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between a 'ting style
been the difference
of Pittsburgh and Frank Schulte of
base hit and an out has won and lost M"" who formerly took a long stride Chicago are short steppers. Sweeney
jto get a "healtliy swing ai me uan hit .341 last year, ranking third; Wilpennants too often to mention.
have shortened the step without los- - son made a new record for
triples and
Tllis J'ear wl" ue one of
ing batting effectiveness.
more extra bases than any man in the
not
Speed will decide
Right-hanbatters hitting from a National. Schulte probably hits more
thL ,8auetake a long drives than any man in the NaThe day of hitless wondeia is ;iast. long stride must, after hitting,
fchort step with the right foot, to bal- - tional.
won
because
Sox
White
Jones'
Fielder
forward the left, beI'he camera' proves the assertion,
of great pitchers and a wonaeriui ance, then shoot
off
at first.
are
fore
In the first picture Catcher Tom
they
fielding team that held down opposing
runs.
Hitting from a short stride, the Clarke has hit the ball while his right
John McGraw won the 1912 pennant right bander's right foot is off the foot is in the air and is ready to start
with the poorest fielding team in the ground when hitting the ball and he for first. In the second picture he is
National. He won two pennants with instantly shoots out the foot and is on shown taking a long stride, and in the
is third Speed Bescher, champion base
poor defensive teams, showing what his way to first. The extra step
has thrown
So is from a half second runner of the National,
can bo done with hitters and base run- eliminated.
away his bat and is on his way to first
ners. He ran his opponents off their to a second and a half.
batters, instead of being after a bunt. Bescher had actually
feet.
The game has reached the point "sprawled out" when they hit, are bat- taken the first step toward first before
where managers play for runs. Men ting with feet close together. Many he bunted the ball.
Left-hande-

lop-Th-

bal-ha- s

-

J
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(By Brownie Holmes.)

What value,

Mr. Average Fan, would

you place upon a half second cut from
the time of ball player going to first?
Perhaps not much, but let me tell
you there isn't a baseball strategist
in the majors today who doesn't realize that the winning of the next
mate analysis, depend upon the ability
of a runner to reach first a half step
ball.
ahead of a
"Speed! Speed! Speed!" is the in
world's championship may, in the ultl- -

A GALA NIGHT TO BE

STATURDAY MAR. 29
of the Elks' theManager
ater who is always looking for something good and a novelty in tho way
of entertainment has found it in the
Maids Company
Southern Minstrel
which he has booked for Saturday
night, March 29th. This is the only
all white tauy minstrel company west
of Chicago and is a novelty in the
line of entertainments.
The company has been playing to
hig business in California and Arizona
lor the past seven months and is re.
turning to St. Louis after a success-'ful career in the West.
Aside from the lady minstrel first
part five vaudeville acts that have
played the big time from coast to
Stanton

'
'

'

'

v

j

Left-han-

coast wilt

be

Fern

presented.

BASEBALL PLAYER
PATTERSON DIES
OF WHITE PLAGUE

Ver-

non who twice has played the
circuit will be heard for the
first time in this city in violin solos
After a career of
and imitations.
three years in Europe, Miss Nina
Hatcher, who returned to this country'
less than a year ago will be heard in
beautiful ballads of today, Other
members of the company are good in
their respective lines and altogether

typhoid-pneupioni-

is pre-

sented as an afterpiece aud is one of
ever
the greatest farce comedies
Staged. It is a Scream from start to
finiRh and in n. Rtir
cure for thel
"blues." Reserved seats on sale at
Fischer's drug store Friday, March
28. The prices are 25c, 50c and "5c.

;

j

Oakland, Cal., March 28. News of
the death of Claire Patterson, star
outfielder of the Oakland champion-- !
ship team in the Pacific Const league
last year, was received today by
Mitze, of the club, from Mojave,
California. The cause was tuberculo
con- sis, following
itracted after the close of last season
Fatterson was drafted this year by
the St. Louis American", but never
joined the winter training camp. He
left a wife and child In Arkansas City,
Kansas.
r

Man-lage-

the entertainment has merit that
should fill the Elks' theater to capa- city next Saturday.
"How a Woman Conquered"

d

a

years old next October, and so will
"Rube."
Noted infielders
who celebrated
their natal days on the thirteenth, be-sides Jake Stahl, are Hal Chase of the
Highlanders, Ed. IConetchy of the
Cardinals, Larry Gardner of the Red
Sox, Eddie Foster of the Nationals,
and J. Franklin Baker of the Athletics,
w ho had Tris Speaker a close men for
American
the
Chamblers
league
torphy car last season.
Outfielders born on the thi: .centh
ore not numerous.
Joe Devore of the
1S87
Giants was born on November
and Maggart, formerly with the Athletics was born on February V 1SS.1
"Buck" Freemau, who holds the major
league record for the greatest num
ber of home runs in a season, first
saw the light of the day on October
13, 1S71.

13" COUNTS NOT
IN DIAMOND STARS

Mai EaSon, National league umpire,
is one of the thirteen chaps, h having reached this earth on March 13,
1879. Here is the Thirteenth club.
Manager and center fielder Jake
Stahl, Red Sox, born April 13 1S80.
Pitcher Vean Gregg, Naps, born
April 13, 1SS5.
Catcher Jimmy Archer, Cub, born
.
May 13, 1SS3.
First baseman Hal Chase, High
landers, born Ferbruary 13 1SSG.
Second baseman Larry Gardner,
Red Sox, born May 13, 18SG.
Third baseman J. Franklin Baker,
Athletics, born March 13 18S6.
,Shortsop Eddie Foster, Senators',
born September 13, 1SS5.
Right fielder Josh Devore, Giants.,
born Nnvpmhfir 13. 1RS7
ml1t.
April 13, 1S64,.
Umpire Mai Kason, Nationa league, born March 13, 187i.

;

j

j

mi.

1ST-!-

one-thir- d

one-thir- d

iesti-mon-

j

;

j

NEW YORK JUDGE
FALLS DOWN SHAFT
TO SUDDEN DEATH

l

New York, March 28. Justice Henry Bischoff of the New York Btate supreme court, plunged eleven stories
down an elevator shaft to his death
this morning, in the Immigrant Savings bank building, where he has offices.

BRISTOW WILL BE
CANDIDATE AGAIN

TROOPS

2

Q--

r

-

i.

1

-

IK'S

THE

ME

Broncho Bill's Gun Play WESTERN
Perilous Cargo DRAMA.
She Must Elope; What's in a

To-Nig-

ht

DRAMA.

EDDIS0N--- A

LUBIN

HEB

Southern
Minstrel
Maids
T HE BIG G
AH

AH

RLSHOW

Girls and an

White Company

Prices 25c, 50c and 75c.

I

Seats at Fischer's Friday.

LAtUldlUUd

AndrEn iy thejSunny
C H M nW
TT
UU IlU
Climate ofJCalifornia.

The California Limited No. 3
Will Take Yon There in Style and Comfort.

ROUND TRIPRATES

:

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

San Francisco,
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.

SEE

THE GRAND CANYON
THE YOSEMITE VALLEY

Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange for Sleeping Car

Accom-

modations On Any of Our Through Trains.'

Santa Fe, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic Wines,, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

M

BAHTA

ESSAN AY

A.1TD

CALIFORNIA

w

-

--

row
YYUllCl

j

Pope Motor Cycle

-

y

'

-

-

MISS NINA HATCHER

j

.

n

29thj,

j

'

J

March

Suturday,

SESSION

j

Topeka, Kans., March 28. Senator
Joseph L. Bristow, of Kansas, ProLucky would be the magnate who
gressive, will be a candidate for
could secure for his team those ihty
and election next year.
ers who happen to have been hem on
He announced the fact here today but:
the alleged lucky date of the 15th.
refused to say whether he would run-aSaid magnate proably woM b'j maka straight Progressive or on a Reing preparations to cu'ii'tp th'3 seat
publican ticket.
ing capacity of his paw by the middle
!of the season, for from the players
j whose
birthdays fall on the hoodoo
SONORA IS NOW
idate a world's champ; jnship ct'i:ibiiia-tioIN CONTROL OF
almost could be fycke-.
Tho manager of thi i Thirteen clul,
REBEL
.would be J. Garland fluid of tin) Red
Sox. He was born on April K!,
28. With
Nogales, Ariz., March
Presuming that Stahl milu prefer to
federal troops detained by disturbremain where he now is, a person;
ances in Tepis territory and Sinaloa
named Fielder Jones, who was born on
there appears no immediate
,
state,'
induced
be
'o
August 13,
might
prospects of an invasion of Sonora.
take charge.
The northwestern border state is pracFor scouts Billy Murray of the
tically controlled by the state insurgPirate, who wa born on April I:!, l?lit,
It will not pay you to waste your ents. Federals only control Guaymas,
and Gene McCann, formerly with tho
time writing out your legal forms
Highlanders, who was born on June
when you get them already printed
Vi, 1S76, would be a aihibi'?.
The catchers for t'.o Thirteen club at the New Mexican Printing Comwould be Jimmy Arcner of the Cubs pany.
and Mike Simon of the Pirates. Tlvse
and $250
New PRICES, $1(5, $200, $215
two athletes reached this sphere on ..Subscribe for the Santa
all
that
boosts
the
With Imported Magneto.
paper
May 13 1S83, and Ap"il 1.1, 3SS3, re- Mexican,
spectively. Johnny Klim-- , who says the time and works for the upbuild- Motor Cycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.
he will not pastime this yjnr, was horn ing of our new. State.
on November 13, 1SS.
GARRISON MEETS WITH DELAY.
Only one real high giado major
2S. Secreleague pitcher was b i n on the ljth
Roanoake, Va., March
He is Vean Gregg of the Naps, who tary Garrison's i special train, after
will celebrate his twenty eight birth- being delayed- through the night by
day next month. Bill Oonovan, v. ho washouts, and forced to make a depitched the Tigers to two pennants, tour, passed through here this mornand "Rube" Waddell, who was respon- ing. Secretary Garrison and Major
sible for the winning of :i pnir of Hags General Wood, chief of staff, have de- by the Athletics, wer3 born on the n'AoA in ifv tn viia n , Tlnvtnn onH t ll u t PASH
BROTHERS, ACTS.,
thirteenth.
"Wild Biii" will be .",7 if that is impossible, u try for Co- - j
7ST-- .
j

ELK'S THEATRE

ELK'S

Name-COME- DY.

Prices, lO and iS Cents.
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that are

SELlGMi

ADOLF

Much,

GOODS

CD.

Special For This Week

j

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

Ac-B-

WORTH INVESTIGATING

Jr,

climated to thisLocality. They Will Give
the Best Results.

jj

Large Display of

Our Prices

Seeds
Get Seeds

return A

MILLINERY

Western

1

will

Very
by Miss
BEAUTIFUL
Mildred McHarg, who has been soj
DRY
(turning iu "The City With the Open
Frank Owen will leave next week tjate" for the past year.
fcr a ltyiiii; visit to the coast. He will
J, G. Schumann, of this city, is just
not tackle any of the aeroplanes a' in
receipt of a letter from his niece,
C'oroaaUo Island, liowevev,
Mrs. Minnie H. Stamp, of Yutan, Neb.,
Thorn-buriiM.
Jtajor and Mrs. Robert
situated in the center of the district
Are
left last night for the coast recently visited by the tornado, in
after visiting friends here. Both the which site states that she and her
THE LOWEST.
10c. Yd.
Fancy Dress Ginghams, fast colors
major and his wife expressed them- family are well and uninjured, al-- i
25c.
Yd.
35c.
Swiss
Finbroid
27
inches
wide
selves delighted with Santa Fe, the though many of her neighbors
eries,
are
the few dead and buildings entirely surround
people, the climate and
to
From
Full
line of House Dresses
SJ.50
$1.00
In Yutan
points of Interest their short stay al- ing her were demolished.
125 Palace Ave
lowed thein to see. Fart of the ma- alone there were 20 deaths caused by
Children'sWhiteDresses.trinimed in embroidery cr lace.special,
$M5
jor's next leave of absence will be the storm.
sweatspent in Santa Fe. Major Thornburgli
Charles M. Stauffer, lniHincis man- lesson last night. AYearliii? red
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
has been ordered to the Philippines ager of the Santa Fe New Mexican jers they looked very cHrin'tiK and
would
more
even
been
have
in
be
of
will
delightful
the spent the early part of t!i" eek at
where be
charge
government hospital in. .Manila.
San Diego, "The Harbor of Hie Sun.' had they carried banners or waved
pennants for their favorite candidates.
Mrs. It. F. Asplund returned last
CITIZENS TICKETTs
INSURE Willi HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
evening from Albuquerque, where she
IN
THE
PLACED
FIELD.
Tito mayor was there, too. .Mayor
attended the slate federation meeting.
Mrs. Asplund was honored by an elee- Lopez occupied a seat near the door
(Continued from page one).
tion as secretary of the federation.
and with other KepublieanB around
Mrs. E. C. Abbott returned home
him he listened attentively to the
unless
We are offering an exceptionally desirable property sit
Airs. never offer conciliation
this noon from Albuquerque.
speeches and joined in the laughs
In
them
uated within one and one half blocks of Plaza. Modern
the
see
defeat
ittce. which punctuated some of the
staring
Abbott attended the. federation meethouse of ten rooms, halls, summer kitchen, etc. Large
(Laughter and cheers.)
marks.
ing and wbb a participant in the
with desirable frontage and room upon which an adlot
"I believe the Democrats ami Prois
as
of
Duke
the
City
gaities
r
ditional
will
en
combined
elect
the
t.ressives
cottage or two could be erected. It takes money
always the case when she visits that
us tell you
to handle this, but IT IS WORTH IT.
tire ticket and I move that this report HE PRAYED FOR
nnrttcular center.
of this opportunity. It costs you nothing to learn the facts
Mrs. Charles Haynes, who attended be laid upon the table."
NEWSPAPERMEN
ME, TOO," SAYS KANEN.
the state federation meeting at ACharles F. Kanan, arose and endorslbuquerque this week as delegate from
Phoenix. Ariz., March 2X. The Uev.
this city, representing the Woman's ed the idea of Mr. Hill adding: "We Seborn
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Crutchheld, chaplain of the
all
acted
how
know
the
Republicans
Board of Trade, returned home last
Clod might
state
senate,
that
v. hen we had a Democratic
prayed
mayor.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,' HAVWARD HAS IT.
evening.
chasten newspaper men and "other i;
"UNHOLY," SAYS ALLARD.
C, K. Linney is at his post again in
were
he
who,
declared,
l
Then D. C. Allard arose and laid busybodies"
the weather olhce after a trip on
two
P strife between the
business through Arizona and dif- down the law on "unholy" alliances,
more
1,0"S('B ot ,m
me
Linin
tones
Mr.
as
state.
in
lie spoke
this
deep, sepulchral
ferent noints
"I have never heard of a closely the house conformed (o the
ney reported the weather in Tucson fellows:
HAT
THAT
RAIN
with Democrats and Uepunli- - views of the senate, the greater de- !
as balmy while we were having chills make-uit would attain,
gree of
here, though the early cold of De- - cans but that it was crooked. (Shouts said therighteousness
Or Other Elements by piling one of our HULL UMBRELLAS.
chaplain.
There are
cembor had wrecked the tropical iol - ;of laughter and voices: Hoar that?)
two kinds-t- he
"Suit Case" for traveling and the "detachable" for
The question is: 'Shall we lead these!
iage in the old town.
A
Prices from S2 to $7.
Mr. and Mrs. Haines flridley of San ladies (making a sweeping gesture to!
genera! use.
splendid, useful gift for a lady
'where the fair delegates sail into a
or gentleman.
Pedro are at the Palace hotel.
When calling. tils us In sc..' out iieiv
l
Mr. and Mrs. "William B. Mayo, of crooked deal? (More
tmenl of "M TAUSCiPCAMS," which mill
laughter.)
Gladden your eyes.
North-HoldVt., are sightsee.'s in the Bay 0. (Applause which lasted sev- SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
eral seconds.) Lot us have an election
city.
Henry Kssinger, the well known that is not dictated by a crooked polisalesman, is back in Santa e. He is tician who made every dollar by crookat the Montezuma hotel.
edness.
Mrs. ,1. H. Lawrence, of Sterling.
"Why can't the Republicans attend
Illinois, is a sightseer here.
to their own business without telfr
A. G. Edwards, the well known typePape's Diapepsin Gives In.
graphing to
aslitngton to have a
writer salesman, is back In Santa Fe. man come on here to lead them?
stant Relief and The
lit travels out of Denver.
(Prolonged laughter.) The Democrats
W. A. WILLIAMS, - Relief Lasts
.lames T. Garrett of Torrance, Is at can attend to their envn luiBinesB."
the European hotel.
(Cat calls, shouts of laughter and
Every year regularly more than a
It. A. Mitchell, advertising agent of cheers).
Governor Thornton then suggested million stomach sufferers In the UnitDonald Brian company, Is he re. DonReLines.
ald Brian plays in this city on April Hint the Progressives be made a part ed States, England and Canada take
realize
not
and
Pape's
Diapepsin,
only
ath.
o( the convention and that their com
Rigs you
mittee be placed In touch with the Immediate, but lasting relief.
.Airs. William McHarg, accompanied
dl-SADDLE
This
AND
will
POMES.
harmless
HORSE OUTFITS.
TWO
FOUR
PROMPT SERVICE.
preparation
by her daughter, Laura, of Davenport, Democratic committee so that a ticket gost
eat
aud overcome a
you
anything
be
named.
San
139.
Phone
Francisco
evenSt.
310
might
,
Iowa, arrived in Santa le last
stomach
The Democrats
'
and Progressive sour, gassy or
ing and are registered at tre Sanitarminutes
live
afterwords.
ium. They will remain for about a committees left the hall for a confer-- '
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
ence. Tpon their return Colonel Uronson M. Cutting announced the name of or what you eat lies like a lump of
Granted Insnrance
Mrs. Jacob Weltmer as the unanimous lend in your stomach, or if you have!
heartburn, that is a sign of indigos-of the Progressives.
After Consumption choice
tion.
Governor Thornton: "And I hope
TlM'Tf
m?k of Consumph rp so nutny
Get from your pharmacist a nfty-- :
the
that
election
Mrs.
of
'Weltnier
will
show
tion reported where tht dotiiiis
cent case of Pape's
DlapepRlu ond
iho disciisf started with tt eohl or :i also be unanimous."
(Applause.)
take a dose j ist as soon as you can.
rmiffli, that it !s milly am 'prising tlit
Camillo Padilla
then nominated
people ure not more anxious to
There will he no sour risings, no
.
.Mrs. J. P. Victory, resident of the first
stop these nppitreutly minor
nr iiilvh! Is "stop the rough or
belching of undigested food mixed
as
a
Democratic
candidate.
Mrs.
ward,
without
If
oilier
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
possllile,
delay."
rMt
wle more serious roubles nrr likelynowto C. F. Easley arose and named Mrs. J. with acid, no stomach gas or heart- follow. ff the lnedieines you tire
or
in
the
heavy feeling
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have ajjTrial
YV. Mayes.
Tributes were paid both burn, fullness
tnkimr do not lirliifc relief, try Kekmun's
Atteradve. ;is tills mini did- :ladies by speakers, the Rev. B. 55. Mo-- stomach, nausea, debilitating headConvince You.
Order
Y.
St..
Iiean
Hrouklyti.
ftf
aches, dizziness or intestinal griping.
"Oentleini'it
). W. This will all
inn wiviiiff you below n K ollough characterizing Mrs.
there:
go,
trust
besides,
and,
brief history of my fjise, wlileh
Mayes as a "goodly neighbor and lov-- will be nor sour food
yon will use for the benefit of host'
left over in the
from imy siinllnr troubles.
ing mother," as well as a suffragette.
tomach to posion your breath with'
nothed
half
"About a yenr and
'
Mrs.
Patterson seconded Mrs. Mayes' nauseous
i'ii!idl.v tuilliiir. until
til;
luy henlth
odors.
M. O'CONNELL,
nt the end of six months my weht had
nomination and said she was endorsed
I was troubled
certain cure
fallen to 12! pounds.
Pape's Diapepsin is
.VUIUU
flirt WVM.....,
LI115
u
UCU
lliu
tt
llllU.
and
uumil
severe
with night sweats,
rough
for
116 GALISTEO STREET.
stomachs, because it
Phone 214 J
was very weak, having In fact absolutely
of the first ward was announced, nine
takes hold of your food and digests it!
About thfs time
no ambition whatever.
for
Mrs.
I eonsulted
Victory and four for Mrs. Just the same as if
a physician, who to'd me
your stomach
nty luiitrs were affected. Not satisfied
Mayes, Chairman Thornton
jumped wasn't there.
went to another doctor, who after examof
out
his
with
seat
the
I
exclamation:
in
was
first
mo
the
said
that
ining
Relief in five minutes from all
stages of consumption. At this point
"Why, there are only ten votes for stomach
started to take Kckiuan's Alterative. The
misery is waiting for you at
is
ward.
A
that
What
the matter?"
night sweats stopped almost Immediately,
store.
any
drug
my cough became looser and gradually12
storm
of laughter broke over the hall.
DISTRIBUTOR OF
Is now
These large
t
My weight
cases contain
disappeared.
The vote was counted again and repounds and my physician has pronounced
more than sufficient to thoroughly
me perfectly sound which, together with Uluced to nine and one.
Ward 2 gave cure almost
the fact that I have !een accepted by two
any case of dyspepsia, inVlntnm
fa
- ,1 II.
different insurance companies for insurllra' 'digestion or any other stomach dis- "
IN BOTTLES
ance, makes me sure of my entire recovWard
3
was carried by
ery by Kckinan'K Alterative. I should he Mayes seven;
kinds
Waters made from Pure Distilled
of
Soda
of
all
Manufacturer
j
one
Mrs. Mayes unanimously and Ward 4
very glad to commtiuicnte with any
wlm would be Interested In my ease.
for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
water.
Mrs.
Mrs..
Agent
four
and
gavo
10.
Victory
W.
Mayes
(iKK.
(Sworn Atlldavlt)
Kckman's AlP ratlve Is effective in
five. Total, Mrs. Victory, 15; Mrs.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
tnLruxrinnjxruiJviuiinuriAuriip
Asthma, liny Kcvei-- ; Throat and
Mayes, 25.
Tung Troubles, and in upbuilding the

PLANT OUR

Fjr

veek sightseeing and then
to their homo, accompanied
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Hardware

S

4g

Supply Co.

&

j

PROTECT

'

TRUST CO.

&

0

TROUBLE

Your Patronage Solicited
M. B.

W. E.GR1 FN

LAIGHUN, President.

J.

N,

Cashier

JEWELER,

ENDED

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
IBARN

j

j

GENERAL LIVERY

Vice - President.

B. L AMY,

FROM

ui

,

Business

Does a General; Banking

EASTER

WORST STOMACH

CAPITAL $50,000 00

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

"'e

olli-cia-

-

UNITED STATES BANK

B.

Hack and Baggage
stocked. Best

IMIt

Entire Stable
can get.

1

DON DIEGO ADDITION

!

J
j

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE f

-

Prednct No. 4 (South Side)

In

;

,

See Us

at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections

the City.

of

ttnitie-dinteliron-Ides-

and Gram
HayWholesale
and Retail

I

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

SURETY

and

:

BONDS.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

Phone, 189 J.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St., V
l

1 1

1 1 1 1

1 1

H

III

1

1 1

M

I

I

f

Manager.

1

D

j

1

iHENRY KRICKg

1

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL
License Numbers,

fift"-cen-

-

DIRECTORS
Nfcht Phone,

66-6-

-

BUDWEISER

I

JO Main.

Next Door to ostoff ice,

Rron-chiti-

system. -Itoes not contain poisons, opiates
or
drugs. Ask for bnok'et
telling f recoveries, and write to ICckinan
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For rale by all lending druggists

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS

l

THE CITY

IN

it

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ST.

Telephone

9 W

j

GARCIA

ir

IS NAMED.

There was much enthusiasm as Mar-cellno Garcia was nominated as one
of the best known Democrats in the!
nd by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe
city and eminently suited to fill the
post of school director.
Colonel Cutting nominated Harry
H. Dorman as the second candidate
KAUNE
H.
of the Progressives
and there was
applause at the mention of the nama
of this well known Santa Fean who
'
Where Quality Governs the Price has done much to make the "City of
the Open Gate" a city practical, first,
and Price the Quality
last and all the time rather than an
ornament.
ANOTHER CONTEST.
an exciting contest.
Again there
Its not a new idea, but one
this time James Seligman and Dr. C.
well worth considering when
O. Harrison being named. A. P. Hill
you buy your Groeerl-- s. The
nominated Dr. Harrison who, he said,
purity and wholesomenss o'
"is not a politician." A ripple of mirth
all foods sold in our store
this statement. The vote was
greeted
Is your best kind of Health
as follows: Mr. Seligman, 15; Dr.!
Insurance for you. Inferior
Harrison, 25.
goods are not sold by us. We
That settled the business before the
leave that to those who wish
convention and at 10:15 a motion was
to take chances.
HIGH
made to adjourn.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
'
SIDELIGHTS.
LOW AS THI3 QUALITY
One of the Interesting features of
WILL PERMIT is the basis
the convention was the presence of
upon which we want our
so many ladies, delegates who took a
to
rest
Please
reputation
hand In the running of the convention,
remember this.
and lookers-owho cheered at inter

8

S.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
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FOR
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LAWNS, GARDENS,

GREENHOUSES,

K.

Lawn Dressing, per cwt ,
$2.50
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt.,
2.95
2.75
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt,
00
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,
ASK TO SEE SAMPLES.
MEX.
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE, SANTA FK, NEW
19 W.
V

.

.

.

.

.3

Telephone

In the Cold

Weather a

7

Rug or Carpet
We

have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-Makugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is displayed in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
de

THE

JUST' RECEIVED
Another car load
Boss Patent Flour.

Of with the interest of tra'ned generals
in the art of political wsr fare. There
was Charley Closson, chewing Spear
n.int, and his eyes twinkling like
PURE FOODS
there was George W.
Monarch Canned Ooeds,
and Marcelino A. OrtI, seated
Richelieu Canned Ooods,
side by side; there was the "little
. Hunt's Hand Peeled Califor- speaker," the Hon. Roinan L. Baca,
with stylish overcoat and heavy cane.
nia Canned Fruits.
And there were others.
"We are
&
CHASE
SANBORN'S
going to lick that ticket,' said Charley

Ar-niij-o

Tea and Coffee.

Closson, snickering.

which We are Going to Close Out at Cat Prices from today

AKERS
AND

The Republicans wero tliere and
they watched the different "moves"

;

IS A GREAT COMFORT.

-

n

nals.

WAGNER

UNDERTAKING

FURNITURE CO.

H.

S.

KAUNE

a

GO.

29

$2.00.3 liGGS

WILL BE

HEINZ
DAY

j

FERTILIZERS

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer I
FRESH

EGGS

THE

FOR

TABLE.

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone 204 J.

IIS Palace Ave.

CALIFORNIA
Because there
soil and

MODERN GROCERY

MB

NW

Special Demonstration of the

57

VARIETIES

57

INSURANCE

By a Heinz Representative.

We Will Also

Demonstrate

0.

Fire,

Accident

Life,

City Property, Farms

COFFEE

National Biscuit
Co.'s Goods.

are Invited. You will
not be asked to buy. Remember the date,
SATURDAY.iMARCH

29,

A

I I

;K

i

lid

s

March 15th to April 15th
1913.

Then one wiiy

tick-

a'coiid-clas-

ets from Santa Fu, N. M., to Iab
Han Francisco, San Diego and
to many other points In California
will' b sold for $.10.00. Corresponding
faro from points on other lines fn
with th
SanH Fp. Mb?ral
stopover privileges.
Three fast trains dally I ron Kansas
City carry tourist sleepers and free
Chair cars. Harvey meals.
For tickets,

reserva-

tions, Information

.

and

copy of "San Joaquin
Valley" folder, apply
H. S. LBTZ,

Agt., SANTA

FE,

N.M.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24

All professions were represented,
the law, the medicine, journalism, etc.,
etc. J. H. Crist and A. 3. Iiomis had
seats together and chckled at the
sallies of the speakers. "Did you teleMr.
asked
graph to Washington?"
Loomis. "Not 1," said Mr. Crist.

Modern GroceryCo.

Young ladies took their. fira political

nxuvunrjwnnnrinnninnn'

at the

b

wonders.

Colonist Excursions

All

Of

work

Alfalfa, fruits, garden truck, poultry aud dairy products point the
way to more than a mere living.

Bonds

Surety

in

intelligent labor,

Ranches, Orchards
Land Qrants, Etc

AND

,

will

n

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE

WASHINGTON
INSTANT

watt-r-

have a
Tnere climate,
conjunction with

you

chance to succeed.

AT THE

LAUGHLIN

building,

SANTA FE

NEWMEXICO

.

Where Prices are Lowest
for. Safe Quality.

You Will Like

EGGS FOR HATCHING

CC.

!

FINELY

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

uul

Scratch Pad cf all descriptions aa
all qualities, 10 pounds for so cent
New Mexican pfflea

;

MRS. R. V. WINCHESTER,
TEACHER OF SINGING,

Studio,

119 Don Gaspar
(MRS. SUMMERS)

Avenue,

WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS

I

SaUTA
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H

VALLEY RANCH,

Entered as Second Class Motter at the Sata F Postottlco
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
Review
Mexican
New
The
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano

Dally,
Dally,

15.00

Weekly,

02-6-

0

'

01.00

par year

01.2B
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THE VALLEY RANCH,
I

PBflM THF

Every Friday or so now we get the
news that Adrianople is falling. To
dale, we have not heard it hit bottom.

PHONES:
31

nriiimiA

W EDITORIAL ROOMS31 J

The attempt being made to bring our municipal affairs to a
basis is a step forward.
There seems no good reason for injecting politics into the school board
;1 etlon or even into an election
foi a mayor or members of the city council.
drawn even in the broader Held and in
less
are
lines
closely
buing
Party
home affairs in which every citizen should be vitally interested, there is
nothing to he gained by the strict drawing of party lines.
party affiliations
(live ns i he best officials, no matter what their
are. Let us have but one desire, and that, the good of the city its advance-uieiit and progress in all lines. The city that is party ridden cannot make
as successful progress, as the fiiit consideration is always the good of the
party rather Hum the good of the city, and everything that Is considered
is from the political viewpoint.
What we should all strive for first, is Santa Ve's prosperity and her
utamiiiig before the world, and we should not let petty prejudice stand in the
way.
If i! doi-s- ,
forgot it.

What

has become of the old fashion-

ed idea that providence tempers the
wind to the shorn lamb? Look at
Omaha.

time don't mean a single thing. House
cleaning may have started and the
dust may fill the air as the rugs are
being swatted by the house wives here
and there. The barefoot boys may
gambol or play marbles in the street
and the sunshine may give warning of
the summer's coming heat. But these
signs of spring don't matter though
we Bee them all about for springtime
isn't with us 'till the sweet peas
start to sprout.

at

n

Kansas editor remarks pleasantly
that the Kansas cyclone is this year,
operating In states further north and
a trille to the east.

AS

A

THE

-

L. A. HUOHES,

J, PALEN,

Vlce-Prerlde-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

II
II

in 1870.

Organized

rime It the teet of a bank'e endurance and strength.
determines It adaptability to changing condiThis bank hat successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety at of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenGrowth
tions.

--

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit ani Depoalt Accounts opened.
Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
to
house
It is Important for every business
establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit
Confer with our officers In regard to your bankl.ni
business.
t-day

K-

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
"I

1913.

AND NET PROMTS, $250,000

President.

T4T"(

Booklet Free on Request

01.50

"All of Today's News Today"
BUSINESS OHFICE

R.

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horsebaok riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building. Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
Yours?

RATES

Dally, par quarter, fcy mall
Dally, par qaartsr, by carrier
Weekly, six months

IWC

CAPITAL, SUKI'LUS

!

The Oldest Bank in the State.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

psr year, by mall
tlx months, by mall

li

THE

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

SUBSCRIPTION

asm--

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Fe New Mexican

Bronson M. Catting
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Glddlngs
William F. Brogau

FRIDAY, MARCH 28,

NEW MEXICAN

BYSTANDER
SEES IT

SO KINO.

In Santa Ke, In which rase we want
to look the best we possibly can so
they will go away and say good things
of "The City Willi the Open Cute."
Last year, I remember, we
were
Invery late with our housecleaning.
deed, it was July before we began to
think of it, and no good housekeeper
until
puts off her spring
cleaning
July.
To be sure, it was the men who had
charge of the cleaning business and
they are not supposed to know much
about cleaning house, but new, that it
begins to look as if the ladies are
going to have a hand In municipal afVj
fairs, it may be that we can get to
work a little earlier and do the work
a little ruor? effectively.
I remember last year wc
looked
perfectly disreputable a'ong in June
and July, with the weeds and the dust
r"l the papers strewn hither and you
der.
One encouraging thing t have noticed, and that is the tendency of our
people to be a little nore careful
rbout throwing papers and rofuse in
the street and particularly In front
of the post office and tho Old Palace.
I only hope they will continue to remember this and do their share towards keeping litter fron the streets
Let us come to order.

J. B. READ,
Cashier.
FOUR PER CENT

(4)

FRANK McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
j

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
. and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Down in the pastoral little town of
candidate for mayor of
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Wichita
has hit upon the most Slmmnkin nam Pa., a few days ago a
Send for Price List and Full Infoimafion.
is
a
Ho
evolved.
containing
purse
popular platform yet
gentleman dropped
,
119
Don
luu.-igout
m
Caspar Avenue.
in favor ot big appropriations
paper money. Am
noi;iQU0
In small boy, found the purse and re- taxes.
turned it to the owner.
gave
An Albuquerque man boasts that he
The kindhearted
gentleman
had his garden finished by March 11. the little boy a pleasant, fatherly
We trust, however, that 'since that smile as he patted him on the head,
time, he has been taking It indoors at praised him for his noble spirit o
csty, urged him to grow up to be a
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
n
strong, Christian gentleman and never
Richard Olney, VX, and Charles W. t0 deviate from the straight and nar
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
THE ILLINOIS SENATORS
Eliot, 79, who have declined to takelciw path that leads up to the temple
Whiln tliH election in Illinois of two United States senators, sends two ithrt Irth nf nmhnKsiidnv
to England, (,i' rectitude, and then rewarded him
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
men to the senate, possessed of both ability and fitness yei uieie cutuu u j iii.. only one in that class we can with 5 cents.
DEUELOPMENT IS
no stronger argument in favor of a senatorial primary or direct election of think of worth trying, is Henry Gass-- ,
make
Wouldn't
that
you
o, piffle!
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
GOING ON RAPIDLY
senators than the Illinois case presents. Six weeks' time has been wasted away Davis, of Elklns, Va., who Is tired? No doubt it did the boy, and
Central Location.
and the final choice was the result of a political trade. It is simply a matter
no doubt the heart in that little boy
AT
LIVE
just turning 90.
DEMING
timber.
are
senatorial
chosen
men
the
that
of good fortune
finally
revolted, too, and perhaps it made him
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
Ham Lewis, as he has been often called, and who has been joked about
are three laws that our legis feel rebellious and wicked. Anyhow,
These
27.
March
of
The
Home
orator
unusual power,
Deming,
and caricatured on account of his whiskers, is an
to
consi- the chances are that he hoped with Plots
absolutely neglected
company, C. J. Laughren, presia student of affairs and one who has won this high honor on account of his lature
der: 1st An act prohibiting funnel all his heart, that he would not grow
will
his
dent,
discredit
in
Lewis
will
begin the development of Its
else.
way,
not,
Senator
any
and
nothing
ability
shaped clouds and the overflowing of up to be a stingy old skinflint like the 10 and 20 acre tracts, which
adjoin
state, as a member of the senate.
2nd
the
east
the
with
of
nvers
sanctimonious
Mississippi.
specimen
kindjthe townglte on alI sid'eg of th, clty
Sherman, the short term choice, has been long associated with Illinois An act prohibiting
smile,
just as fast as buyers can be found
political affairs and always to his credit. He is a man of genuine ability and .Marshall and
It is more than likely that the man The plans of the company include not
Secretary of State Bryan
an example of high grade citizenship, and while the final choice of the
;
itom wearing plug hats during office gave the boy one of those atrocious only the development of water cn the
legislature may be commended as to men it only emphasizes the weakness of hours and except on festive occasions. new nicueis 100, mat nave me
but the erection 0f a dwelling
uuijiandi
the method.
"rd An act prohibiting Austria from looking Indian on one side and an al- - as weu. The houses, from three to six
The senatorial elections in the several states, since January make
issuing more than three ultimatums ajleged buffalo on the other, and that rooms each, are to be of peobie dash
elecIS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
the
a
constitutional
of
need
amendment, making
stronger than ever, the
clay and preventing Adrianople from looks as if it had been pounded out cement brick, equipped with bath room
tion of senators direct.
.
rtftoi.iaf
ni
ifolllmr
than tliroA Mmaa --fi l.tr a "Mmrali TnHifin with
...... nrurlo rnnla
.....
ni.,
eiecuiu
jiging ana running wate
juj
week. The voters nave a right to
Of course, no one would expect me throughout.
This system will b
Act
BOY
to
the
with
KIND
whack
man
OF
boy, butvided from a special elevated tank for
THE RIGHT
up
There's no need of your wasting sympathy on the poet Iongfellow's
anyone who was half a man would a gravity system.
have given the kid a substantial re-- i
grandson, young Ned Dana, the Harvard graduate who is earning $10.50 a
The irrga(lon pIant8 ,., oe m(1Ivld.
MOULTON-ESP- E
COMPANY
week near ltoston collecting nickels as a conductor of a trolley car, for AMONG THE EDITORS.! ward that would let him see that hon-a- l
and under the abgohlte coutro, of
to
He
as
himself.
be
none
on
is
a
wastes
he
says:
quality
regarded
the owner of each tract. The rnerica"
esty
SANTA FE, N. M
cherished and worth more than
So I looked around
GENERAL AGENTS,
Opportunity Not Equal,
f think that doing nothing injures one's character.
Works wi furniBh the pumpg
we
who says
Comes a physician
,llckeI'
which will be driven by electricitv sup- for work. A young man coming from college cannot always get a fine job
When a fellow is out of work he ought to eat the most Indigestible
Encouragement is a great incentive plied by the Deming Ice and E'ectrle
just because of his college sheep.-.kiu- .
should take anything he can get. I'm not afraid of work. And I find I like things we can find. But all of us in this world to the man as well as company. For securing a cheaper rate
aren't wedded men. Carrizozo Out- boy. The time never comes in life for current the plants will be
the chaps I work with. They're a bully lot."
when appreciation of a good thing with storage tanks so that the pump- Dad has stacks of look.
Dad could well afford to keep young Ned in clover.
uone aoes noi incite one io greater
Maybe It Won't Suit All.
tng can be done at night. The rommoney. Hut there are two reasons why he won't dad himself and Ned.
WOODY'S STAGE L E
Even with the Democrats in power,
and make him feel good.
pany will offer these plots to buyers
OPEN DAY AND NKJHT
The boy has a lot of notions which the family think are scandalous he's
be
we
will
still
on
that
there
is
The
about
the
mean, stingy spirit
terms,
down and the bal
From
against rent and interest and profits, and when he got married he actually someanticipatedifferences of
La Salle Restaurant
The miser ance to suit the purchaser at eight per
opinion to limit of contemptibleness.
slight
insisted that his wife should have as much liberty as himself That's perBARRANCA
TO TAOS
v.
fixed
overcome before e get th tariff
cent interest.
is an object only of scorn and pity,
haps in part why dad isn't tumbling over himself with offers to pay the boy's so
CHAS.
us.
OANN,
Socorro
of
Houses
all
suits
it
that
Prop.
man
a
The
nickel
who
Meets
to
Both
the
similar
North
very
South
those
gave
which
boy
bills.
ought to get paid some day. Perhaps will be erected on the tracts w.i also
He refuses Chieftain.
Telephone II.
Hut the chief reason is that the lad has a will of his own
Bounds
Trains.
be constructed on the many choice
'he will.
Honors Came in Bunches.
to be a loafer.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
lots which the company holds within Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
The editor was doubly honored last
a
case
tho
So, we repeat, there's no need to sympathize with him. His iBn't
cents.
north bound train and arrives at
25
the
week. Governor McDonald nominated
HUMANITY'S HEART.
city limits. One of these dwellings Regular Means,
for sympathy.
Hut, by Jove, you can take off your hat to him.
Taos at 7 p. m.
him to be a regent of the New Mexico
After all, the heart of humanity is is now under course of construction
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
0
and it should satisfy the longing of
Normal University but the Republican big and warm and tender.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Honrs.
senate in caucus decided not to con- Sometimes, we think the members the most ardent home lover. TheBe
IF WE MUST. WE MUST
way. Good covered hack and good
BY
WEEK
THE
BOARD
$5.00
ue
onerea on the same
of the family are cold blooded and uuuies win
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
"The Shakespeare Dark Ages" is the title of an editorirl in the Las firm him. Sierra Free Press.
stone hearted and thoughtless of oth- - jeasy terms as the farms. It is pre- - French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
Nation Is Still Safe.
furnished commercial man to take In
paper of East I.as Vegas which said editorial
Vegas Optic, the
aictea mat the company will find little
New York Chop Suey, 50c. the
The Sierra County Advocate says: ers, but they are not.
is taken bodily from the Kansas City Journal, the Journal failing to state
surrounding towns. Wire Embndr
We do not think so much of it until (1ifflcu,ty in dlsP08ing of these houses,
'These are anxious days for the pie-station.
where it, in turn, secured It.
counter patriots."
Sure, but the some big thing comes along where as lnere iB not, at the present time,
The New Mexican has patiently wilted for an opportunity to take issue cracker-barremse vacant dwelling In the city.
l
of the cross-- suffering and distress reaches
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some
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year,
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Rael, all of (Agua Frla) Santa Fe.
Department of the Interior,
running smoothly. Deming
periods, prehistoric subjects and archetypal emblems.
XT. B.
Land Office at Janta Fc. N. M. New Mexico.
never saw, and never will see, become ley division superintendent of the
light.
Santa Fe with headquarters at Chan- Invariably have these, been selected with due care and consideration
March 3, 1913.
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proof,
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The Tiger
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comes, then we begin to get an insight ha8 jn
land above described, before Register M., who, on February 5. 1909, made
and science, owes nolhing for the discovery of both poles, ' says the Ias
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still, it: is well known that the governor did not sign the county salary bill the law will not find it, all as a result the
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this year.
law passed
Cesario DeLora, Mateo DeLora,
all establish claim to the land above deMessrs. Bursum, Spiess and Springer to the contrary notwithstanding. And.0 stringent
In the terrible disaster in Ohio,
The erection of an additional silo of Santa Fe, N. M.
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
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subtle and unwarranted piece of political strategy. Yes, subtle is the only t.oitax county btockmau.
witnesses:
Ule "eart f humanity is stirred, and ready constructed will elvP tl,
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD Tl.cmas Delgado, W. M.
One Thinq Thev All Know.
word that will express it.
Perry, Samuel
naB
come
of
a
a"
use
countr'
,he
never
hut
follows
of
the
part8
silage capacity now of 2."h torn. The
Foley's Failer, E. H. Baca, all of Santa Fe. N.
People will take the liberty to tell
"u resPuse- The El Paso Herald congratulates New Mexico that the legislature has you how to run a paper, when they '
!ua'T nera now consists of 26 cows, tioney and Tar Compound. It stops M.
Indlv'duals
and organizations alike and there will be an addition to this the cough., heals the sore and InflamMANUEL B. OTERO,
adjourned, adding sadly that Arizona and Texas are not so fortunate. New would not even think of hinting to the!,nave
lanen a oeep interest ana are uera maae in a short time. The sflage ed air passages, and strengthens the
Mexico accepts the congratulations, thankfully. v e appreciate tue messing merchant how to conduct his busiRegister.
used during the past winter wai mile bings. The genuine is In. a yellow
that has come to us.
ness or the preacher what to preach. tending relief.
I hope that the Woman's Board of! maize and it proved
Reon
carton.
n
with
beehive
eminently satis lackage
They pay money for schools, and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
get a big consignment of factory. Twenty acres was snmelent fuse substitute. For sale by all drug- Champ Clark has declarea tor direct presidential primaries,
iviuentij i uon-- t know whether Johnny is learn- - Trade will
to
send to the flood sufferers,
carry forty head of stock through gfsts.
C'hamp was peeved at the maimer of doing things at Baltimore, and would ing the rule of three or how to hold a clothing
Department of the Interior, V. 8.
tor
it saaiy, destitute, the winter and up until the first of
rather take his chance with the people than with the politicians.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
cigarette gracefully, but when it coiues as tney win needI am
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
to
may.
o
see
and
that
are,
they
glad
to the newspaper, there is where they!
Department of the Interior,
1. 1913.
Mr. C. E. Miesse,
our people have joined with others In
manager of the
Evidently the weather bureau forecasters in the east had their wires all get off. Pioneer News.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
Alfalfa
Notice is hereby given that Roberto
Farms
all
a
nf
time
relief.
and
it
the
sold
giving
company,
each
possible
of
rough
badly crossed about Kaster. The bonnets had
1913.
27,
.
: i
February
ilia
w m
uc k,.i.nl,H
wuicu ne Drougnt nere last
""Jem ...v
weather men seem to be in bad.
Notice is hereby given that Jose Armijo, of Oolden, N. M., who, on
SIGNS OF SPRING.
week. Charles M, McNeei,
n
COME TO ORDER.
cf Ft Manuel Romero, of Santa Fe, New December 17, 1907, made Homestead
Bill Brogan.
Xow. that Mr TJnnpv ; hark frnm (Morris. 111., boueht 4ft
removed from his anatomy
A man in Scranton had two appendices
on August 22, 1912, filed Entry 05203, No. 12570; for SE
The
birds
tweet
and
warble, ;hl8 trip and ,lag gven us a gi,mp8e ot J Pollock, Polo, 111., boueht SO acres-th- Mexico, who,
may
the other day. The ordinary individual considers one appendix all he cares
notice
to make fin a. Section 14, Township 13 N., Range P
of
Intention
leaves may green and sprout, theXew Mexlco 8unBhine I hope that!J C. Sullivan, of BellefonHn,
to carry about with him.
Ohio, proof In support of his claim under E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nofront yard may need mowing and the,he properly disciplined Bert Sloan bought 40 acres; Charles H Ba'dwin
tice of intention to make five year
bees may buzz about; but the signs of iand the rest of the bunch for the Ashton, 111., 40 acres, and R. R T?a(Tn. Sec. 16 and 17 of the Act of March 3,
An actor in Los Angeles mussed up a" barber the other day and it cost
1S91 (26 Stats., 854) as amended by proof, to establish claim to the land
handed usjDereer. of Dixon, 111., 40 acres.
him $800. He made a hit, all right, but it was a tremendously expensive j fa"ring ,hey herald as the springtime brand of weather they
the Act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats above descrbed, before II. C. Kinsell,
breezes blow do not count with spring-- j while he was away, we nmst begin' ! C. Barton, of Cheyene Oklahoma.
one.
470) for Lots 1 and 2, Sec. 33, T. 17 U S. Commissioner at Stanley, N. M.,
time prophets for such signs as those to think of cleaning up and getting purcnasea the Ausmus property south N.,
fl
and Lot 3, Sec. 4. T. 16 N., and on the 14th day of April, 1913.
of town through Lester &
Claimant names as
for Sec. 33, T. 17 N., R. 9 E., containing
Someone who has carefully figured it out says that the life of a ten j don't go. The radish may be growing our city in order.
witnesses:
Perry
Nicholas Morteya,
in all 40.11 acres, before the Register Pablo Arsnda,
dollar bill is about ten months, No ten dollar bill ever lived that long with and the lettuce may be green, the It may be that some of those tour- theC. consideration of f6,000.
be
E.
birds
buzz
and
the
may
ists who hastened to the coast on the
fly
Parris, Horse Cave. K. pur- and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, Santa Manuel Vigil, Dan Wright, all ot Cold
us.
on the screen. The showers may he approach of winter, In November and chased the M. A. Nordhaus relinquish- - Fe, New
en, N. M,
Mexico, on April 15, 1913.
falling like they sometimes do in December, will be coins back annn went, BDout 13 miles north of l?mlng, Claimant name as witnesses:
MANUEL B. OTSHO.
Even though a woman may be what we call homely, she is not
160
acres. Consideration, 11,400,
spring, but all these signs of spring-- and some ot them may want to stop
Caadelarla Romero. Ascenckm Ro--J
as homely as the present style of bonnet makes her look.
Beihrler. .. '
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dino Ruiz, were hi the People's Mor
was
jcnntilo store, where everybody
ibusy opening and marking new goods,
Soon after they went o'lt. Manager
Price, who had been called to another
part of the house, miased three bats
which he had been checking fnd maiking.
Suspicion at once rested en the Me
icans who had been louking at the
hats. Mr. Price and I. M. Whitworth
mounted the telephone wagon and
started westward in pursuit, but neither of them knew whers the youths
lived. Two miles out of lov.n they
met George Wilcox, who is working
for the firm, aud sent him on after
the Mexicans. George soon overtook
jthem, and recovered tilt! hats. One
one of
of them was jauntily
the hats und had the o'Wt two in his
'
bosom.
Constable Wilder went out the next
morning and arrested t.ie two boys
jand brought them before Judge Dan-ioDOROTHY JOHNSON.
where they pleaded "illly to pet
Syrup Pepsin. Mrs, Johnson says: ty larceny and wero flnod
and the
"I never saw such rapid
improve trimmings, which they paid, aud went
ment in the health of anyone. Syrup ion to their homes wearing 'heir old
Pepsin Is a wonderful remedy and 1 bats. The liatB taken wuro valued at
thall never be without it again. " Thou - 110.50. Iakewood Progress.
Caldwell's Syrup
FINALLY CAUGHT.
sands keep Dr.
A clever forger,
whose machinPepsin constantly in the house, for
every member of the family can use ations have included Raton in their
it from Infancy to old age. The users scope, was caught Monday at Rocky
of Syrup Pepsin
have learned to Ford after the expenditure of considaoid cathartics, salts, mineral wa- - erable energy on the part of the au- ters, pills and other harsh remedies thorities in their endeavors to
do but temporary good and hend him. The man was caught in tho
are a shock to any delicate system.
act of cashing a $40 bogus check which
If no member of your family has1 will doubtless send him over the road
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would for several years.
like to make a personal trial of it be
I pou him was found a book containfore buying it in the regular way of a ing a list of forgeries which included
druggist, send your address a postal sums ranging from $10 to $30 secured
will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 417 by a clever ruse usually practiced
On February 10, he
St., Monticelio, 111., and a ion jewelers.
free sample bottle will be mailed you. bought a bill of goods -- mounting to
$70.50 at the Helt Jewelry store in
this city, presenting a check for $100
signed by Horace D. Gates, lntiniat-- j
ing that he would call later in ths
evening for the goods, he received his
change and made his exit.
to the
According
incriminating
mit a name for his farm and Glendala
similar success- pocket
memorandum,
is
choice.
Stock Farm
our
Perhaps
fur forgeries had been made during
you have a better one; If so, send it to
him. We don't mind naming creamer- the past three or four weeks at Kansas points, La Junta and Rocky Ford.
ies, stock Tarms, etc., but draw the
Raton Range.
line on naming babies so do not expect it.
Success to Glendale Stock Farm and
IUSTICE IS THE ELEMENT
don't forget to plant some melons.
Tucumcari News.

Precious Blessing

To Make It Healthy and Keep It Healthy Use a Reliable Babay
Laxative.
In spite of the greatest personal
care and the most Intelligent attention
to diet, babies and children will become constipated, and It Is a fact that
have
Indigestion
constipation aud
wrecked many a young life. To start
with a good digestive apparatus is to
start life without handicap.
Bat as we cannot all have perfect
working bowels we must do the next
best thing and acquire them, or train
thein to become healthy. This can be
done by the use of a laxative-tonivery highly recommended by a great-manmothers. The remedy is called
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and has
been on the market for two genera
tions. It can be bought conveniently
at any drug Btoro for fifty cents or one
dollar a bottle, and those who are already convinced of Us merits buy the
dollar size.
Its mildness makes It the ideal medicine for children, and it is also very
pleasant to the taBte. It is sure In its
effect and genuinely harmless.
Very
little of it Is required and Its frequent
use does not cause it to lose its effect,
as la the case with so many other remedies.
Thousands can testify to its merits
biliousin constipation,
Indigestion,
ness, sick headaches, etc., among them
reliable people like Mrs. .M. Johnson,
752 Dayton St., Kenosha, Wis. She is
the mother of little Dorothy Johnson
who was always in delicate health until her mother gave her Dr. Caldwell's
c

A Miner's

j

strong man unless his system
is nourished by a pure food-toni- c
like SCOTT'S EMUL-

SION which keeps the blood
rich , builds healthy tissue and
makes
body-warmt-

last
Friday and arraigned before Justice
Current on Saturday on information
sworn to by two of his daughters for
the most dastardly crime possible. At
the hearing he denied the charge but
the testimony of his daughters was
unshaken and he was bound over to
the graud jury. Being unable to furnish the $10,000 bonds required he will
remain In jail.
Whether he is crazy or depraved
remains to be determined, but a crime
of this character deserves punishment
to the limit of the law. Aztec Democrat.

health with an eleven year old child
maintain, is left with no means of
support. To secure what under any
consideration of justice must rightfully come, to her because of this accidental killing of her husband iu tho

FIRE AND LEFT IT.
to
U. P. Robinson's house burned
the ground Wednesday morning. He
built a fire in his cook stove and went
out to feed the stock, on his return to
the house found it all in a blaze on the
inside. He succeded in getting some
of his bed clothing out and a trunk.
It burned early In the morning while
the wind was blowing a gale from the
west, vtaere was no saving the house,
but by1 a hard fight of Mr. Robinson
and some of his neighbors they kept
the Are from spreading over the
prairie. The house and it contents is
a loss ot several hundred dollars.
San Jon Sentinel.
MADE

THE EDITOR'S CHOICE.

That sounds real nice, but in reality
its going to be nicer than it sounds.

Mr. Sam Anderson, too well known to
need an introduction or even a word of
commendation from us, is going to
close his plumbing ana repair business
hehe in town and go "back to the farm"
and show us what can be done by
fine stock and
properly handling
poultry.
He Is getting fine cattle, hogs and
chickens and has ordered an incubator and brooder, and will no doubt
soon he bringing fryers galore to
town.
He has plenty o good horses, Implements, etc., and an abundant lot of
and enegry, just what It
takes to make a thing go and make
good. He has one pasture ol 480
acres aud another of 160. Largest
barn in the county and can store six
wagons In the drive way.
A. few days ago he asked us to sub
will-pow-
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CAUGHT HIS TRAIN
AFTER LONG CHASE

Notice Is hereby given thai Pablo
Fe
Santa
Camp
of San Pedro, N. M., who, on
Aianda,
W.
M.
a
135H,
meets bocond Tues- August 9, 1012, made Homestead apfil(i!i;i-lNB
for S
2S.
March
Trembling
Detroit,
day each month, so- plication No,
NAV
Section 21,
with rage, an old man and his daughcial meeting third Sec. 23, S
at Fire Township 12 N'., llange (i E N. M. P.
ter, 28 yearB old, appeared at police
Tuesday
indi
a
Visit Meridian, has lih d notice of intention
Hall.
man's
dejected
leading
headquarters,
to make live year proof, to establish
vidual, about 30 years old, who the ing neighbors welcome.
claim to the land above described,
intsband.
woman made at the deser-.:uA. G. WHITTIER. Consul.
II. ('.
Kinsell, V. Comr., at
According to the story told Detec- A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
tive Lieutenant Lally the old man and
Stanley, N. M.. on April 21, 1913.
names
as witnesses:
Claimant
ODD FELLOWS,
daughter left New York for Detroit
where it was presumed the irl"s hus
Armijo, Nicolas Montoya,
No. 2. I. O. O. F. Itoberto
If)
(j:
On their Having
band was working.
Santa Fe Lodge Manuel Vigil, Daniel Wright, all ot
N. f.
the train In the Michigan Central sta
meets
regular!) Cnld.-n!tion tney 8aw ttl0 husband calling for every
MANUEL II. OTERO.
Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
Register.
laggage he had left at the stat'on on In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
arriving hero last week. The mm and erg always welcome.
woman made at the deserting husliand
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
He made a show of resistance t ut he
FRATERNAL' UNION OF AMERICA. Department of the Interior, It. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
promptly was quelled by the old man
Lodge No. 2tvM, holds its regular
12, 10J.1.
grappling him about the body while meeting on the first Thursday of each
the girl whacked him over the head montn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. I Notice is hereby given that Susano
with an umbrella,
Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M., who, on
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- March
a, loon, made Homestead apFinally the young man subsided and come.
SecBENITO ALARID, President, plication Xo. 072fifi, for NW
agreed to accompany the pair to head
tion 11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E.,
quarters. To make sure that he would DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
JN. M. l'. M iriuian, lias tiled notice or
not break away the girl grasped him
F. W. FARMER intention to make five year Proof, to
firmly by one arm and her fahter by
No. establish claim to the land above dethe other.
Homestead
before Register and Receiver,
2879, Brother scribed,
Aftrer listening to the story Lieu
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M ,
hood of Ameritentant Lally said the man cou'd not
en the 21st day of April, 1013.
can Yoemen.
be locked up without a uairanr. The
Claimant names as witnesses:
Meets first Fri
trio left the building without giving
MarFiliborto
Eulogio Sandoval,
was
their names. No reconci'lation
day of the tinez, Jose i. Larrnnaga, Luciano
month at the
effected between the woman and
all of l,nmy, N. M.
Firemen's Hall.
who deserted h.?r l New
MANTEL rt. OTERO,
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
York a short time ago.
Register.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
CELINA RESERVOIR
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Santa Fe Lodge
the eouutVy.
IS OUT OF DANGER.
of the Interior, U. S.
Itepartnient
No.
of
2,
Knights
The pledge of the Progressive platliockford. Ohio. March 28. The Ce- Land Offleo at Santa Fe, N. M., March
form for a workman's
Pythias meets 13, 1913.
compensation nna reservoir was today declared out
act was given because the Progressive of danger. The water here was
every Monday Notice is hereby given that David
evening at 8 o'clock
party does not mean at any time to slightly lower and none Is flowing ovIn
Odd
Fellows Quintana, of I'ojoaque, N. M., who, on
lose sight of the element of justice er the banks.
Celina on the west
March 4, 1913, made Addl Homestead
Hall.
In these cases. The
Progressives and St. Marys on the east bank reEntry April 28, 1904, No. 0177C3, for
All
think in these matters in terms of ported the reservoir holding. There
acres of land in Sec. 10, TownKnights are most
the Burnses, the Maroneys and the were no fatalities near here.
List
ship 19 N., Range 6 E.
invited.
cordially
Schmidtstetters, rather than in those
Meridian, Act June 11, 1906, Jemea
A.
C.
C.
P.
HILL,
of abstract legal technicalities.
Nat Forest, hereby gives notice that
A. KEIXOARDT. K. of Ii. and S.
all persons claiming the land adversely or desiring to frhow it to be mineral
IRRIGATION AND
in character must file objection with
DAIRYING ARE BIG
this office on or before April 22, 1913.
MANTEL R. OTERO,
CARLSBAD DOINGS
Register.
'Remarkable Effects of a Rem
bo-fo-
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COTTQLENE
Ito takKM thellndiestiorf

e
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is more healthful and economical than lard. It costs
no more than lard. You use
less of Cottolene
than of either butter or lard.
The use of Cottolene is indispensible to good cooking,
good health and true economy, try this recipe.one-thir-d

in
mtrnm

si

i i

Knocks Rheumatism

Carlsbad, X. M., iMarch 2S. An--!
edy That Actually Irriother car of milch cows is expected
gates the Entire
to arrive in a few days.. These will, go
Blood Supply.
tc .farmers around Malaga in the
southern part of the Carlsbad project,
who will become patrons of the Otis
creamery. These cows have been se
lected with much care and are all fine
butter stock. To give every one au
opportunity to milk more'eows, ar
rangements have been made by the
people at Malaga to let cows out to
such as want more cows and have not
ready money, on very easy terms.
This plan has been followed successTt sounds queer to take a hlood bath
fully in other places. The creamery but that Is precisely the effect of a most
remedy known as S. S. S. It
began business with little patronage, remarkable
the peculiar action ot soaking
but the twice a month check for has
intestines directly into the
the
through
cream is drawing patrons and mak- blood. In five minutes Its Influence Is at
work In every artery, vein and tiny capiling a strong demand for more cows.
Every membrane, every organ of
A. P. Davis, chief engineer of the U. lary.
the hodj', every rminctnry hontnos in
S. reclamation service, Is spending effect a filter to strain the blood of imseveral days this week In the Carls purities. The stimulating properties of
compel the skin, liver, bowels,
bad project. There are a number of S. S. S. bladder
to all work to tho one
kidneys,
matters that Mr. Davis will pass on end
of casting out every Irritating, every
of poison; it dislodges
atom
in
his
the project.
during
stay
A. C. Heard, the big cowman, has by irrigation all accumulations In the
dissolves acid accretions, renders
a new and bigger car, about fifty horse joints,
them neutral and scatters those peculiar
Mr. Heard's ranch Is about formations In the nerve centers that
power.
cause such mystifying and often baffling
b hundred miles out on the plains and rheumatic
pains.
he finds the car a great convenience
And best of all, this remarkable rem- and has bought this new one to make edy is welcome to the weakest stomach,
because it is a pure vegetable Infusion,
the trip quicker and easier.
taken naturally Into your blood just as
It is dawning on the people here Is
pure air Is inhaled naturally Into your
that It is time to get in the game to se lungs.
The great Swift Laboratory has spent
cure the ocean to ocean auto route
profluo- millions of dollars in
through Carlsbad. Thousands of dol- Ing and placing in the perfecting,
hands of the pub- lars have been spent to build a good Ho this wonderful remedy. So give your
road across the plains and it will not blood a good bath with S. 8. 8., for It
knocks the worst forms of rheumatism
require much money to make a good every
time.
road to Queen in the Guadalupe
Tou can get It at any drug store at
11.00 a bottle.
It Is a standard remedy,
mountains and on to El Paso.
The oil excitement further up the recognized everywhere as the Ifgreatest
blood specific ever discovered.
yours
valley has resulted in activity in the is a peculiar case and you desire expert
Carlsbad oil district Leases are be advice, write to The Bwlft Specific Co.,
t
j
ing shaped up and steps taken to be- - 137 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga,

'
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CROQUETTES
Chop fine any kind of cooked meat or fish. Moisten light meats with
thick white sauce, equal amount, end dark meats with tomato or brown
sauce made quite thick. Season with salt and pepper and onion juice if
liked. When very cold, shape mixture into balls or cones; roll first in
sifted bread crumbs, then beaten egg dilated with one tablespoon milk,
then crumb again. Fry one minute in deep Cttlttetu. Drain on paper,
and be sore the fat Is hot for each frying. Serve plain or with sauce like
that In the mixture, only thinner.
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COMPANY

gin active work. The district is with-tout question the most promising in
the Pecos valley, but has never been
exploited.
The Carlsbad Plantation company is
getting ready to begin work to extend
ihe main canal to the lower part of
their two thousand acre tract oast of
tho Pecos river. The surveys wero
made some time ago and the plans for
A
the extension are now completed.
short deep cut will be the most diffiRooms, Houses & Ranches
cult work through a nar-oridge that
B. P. O. E.
cuts the big farm in two.
What Have You to Rent?
Santu Fe LodgeNo
The addition to the Eddy county
P. O. E. List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
B.
460,
hospital is nearing completion. When
holds it b regular 11, Laughlin BIock.
completed the hospital will be able to
Rooms and houses furnished or unsession on the secaccommodate a much larger number
A select list
fourth furnished.
ond
and
always on
ol patients. The new part is
cf each hand.
Wednesday
in every way.
month. V i i t inff Saves You
Time and Money.
Elliot HendrickB has received the
brothers are Invitnew
and
for
the
plans
speculations
ed and welcome.
residence that ho will build. As soon FRANK T. BLANDY,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
as possible construction will be under
Exalted Ruler,
way.
P M. A. LI EN A U,
Department of the Interior, V. S.
Secretary Land Ollice at Santa Fe, N, M., March
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Croquettes are likely to be greasy-madwith lard. Cottelene croquettes
never greasy. Cottolene heats to about 100 degrees higher than butter or lard,
wthout burning, and forms a crisp crust which prevents the absorption of fat

Made only by

i

The Progressive platform declares
the
for the principle of considering
human beings involved in such cases
as these, instead of fixing tho sole regard upon a technical point of law.
What Is going to become of Mrs.
Schmidtstetter and Mrs. Pickup and
their children? The contention of the
Progressives is that. Immediately and
automatically, such cases should become to a reasonable extent, charges
upon the Industry in which the maimr
was emed or killed
ployed rather than that those whoso
have been so killed
should become charges upon the community at large.
John Maroney was a stevedore who
ai;ied from $15 to $20 n week. He
was helping ta discharge cargo from
a ship. A cable Bnapped, a cask fell
and broke his leg. The company repaired the cable; Maroney- was taken
home to repair himself, while his wife
and several children get along as best
they can awaiting the uncertain
of an Indefinitely prolonged lawsuit.
John P'irns worked for a steel company. A coupling in a Btring of cars
broke. Burns was thrown under the
wheels and a leg cut off. He earned,
on the average, $12 to $15 a week.
Now he has nothing but the uncertain
prospects of a lawsuit and his wife
and children have only their share in
such prospects.
These are but
samples of many cases in Philadelof similar cases
Hundreds
phia.
crowd the court records throughout
bread-winner-

Washington, D. C, March 2S. With-- J
in the last few days, more than a

pi.n

II

!i
iVSsS

bread-winne-

CALITIES

CKOOUET
1

i

law-sui-

IN ASKING

score of personal damage suits have
been nled. " courtf lu Philadelphia '
cscs which, under a womkmaus
compensation act, would adjust them-selves without the tedious and costly
process of th courts. The commence
ment of such a number of damage
cases In one city gives special point
emphasis to one of the important
declarations of the Progressive party s
contract with the people adopted at
the national convention in Chicago
UNCLE SAM'S FAULT.
last August. That declaration is:
mail
The letter pouch containing
"We pledge ourselves to work unfrom thiB post office wh'ch was hung
in state and nation for
ceasingly
on the crane for No. 9 Monday evenstandards of compensation for
ing, was torn to shredu an it was death
by industrial accident and incaught 'by the speeding train, aud let
ters were scattered all over the right jury and trade diseases which will
cf way below the depot. Some boys transfer the burden of lost earnings
from the families of working people
playing near the depot saw the accident and gathered up what they could to the industry, and thus to the comfind of the letters and gave them to munity."
This is a broad declaration in favor
Agent Elliott, who in tuin deliverel
of the adoption by the state and na
them to the postmaster.
The local Dost office attributes the tion of workman's compensation acts
accident to the mail to the rotten mail UIld,;r wnlcu compensation shall be
bags. It seems the poltoy of the de- made automatically to the Injured
partment to use the bam ai icng as person or to his family in case of
they hold together, and in some cases, death. A few cases taken at random
particularly Monday night, the limit from among the many recently comof the usefulness of the bag has been menoed in Philadelphia will show at a
j glance
the argument for this declara- reached.
It is believed that all the mail.was Hon in the Progressive platform.
Jceeph Schmldstetter was a splen
recovered, and was sent out the follow
did policeman in a moving picture the- mg day. Maxwell Mall,
atre. In the performance of his dufy.
heWANTED EASTER HATS,
attempted to regulate the electric
Wednesday afternoon two Mexican lights, touched a button on a switchyouths, Andreas Calderone and Secun- - board and was killed. His wife, In ill
-

0$&Vf

-

p

FOR A WORKING MEN'S COMPENSATION
ACT.

fmlhe-particular-

m

!"'"

line ot his duty, the widow is now
forced to undertake a long litigation
which, under the present system, is of
questionable outcome and, even in the
event of success, is certain to involve
ii) expenses a largo share of what she
should rightfully receive.
George Pickup drovi; a wagon for a
Philadelphia paper box manufacturer.
He started to climb on the wagon by
fastened to its side. The
the hand-grigrip pulled out; Pickup was thrown
beneath the wagon and killed. If
there was fault anywhere, it was on
the part of those responsible for maintaining the equipment of the establishment in proper condition. Pickup
leaves a widow and a baby girl whoso
only redress is like that of the other
widow, a long, tedious aud uncertain

DEMANDED

SEVEN YEARS; NO FAILURES.
Ed Meier and F. Davenport were in
this week from Patterson looking
after buisenss matters. These gentlemen made the Citizen office a pleasant
visit and are both very enthusiastic
over conditions in the county for crop
raising this spring. Mr. Meier has
never had a single crop failure yet and
he has been a resident of the county
for seven years, but he believes in
judicious farming methods. Mr. Daven
port Is especially delighted with our
healthy climate and cool nights and
as he came here from the southern
part of Texas we do not wonder at his
love for our healthy atmosphere. Both
of them expect to remain in New Mexico the rest of their days and believe
ii'a hnva a von-- nmanprnita fntnrrt tn
look forward to which we heartily
rutirm,
iwo oi

Want to sen or trade your property?
Solthwest
Leal Estate Exchange, Moriarty. N.
Auk for our free big lint.

-

NEWS OF THE STATE
BOUND OVER.
C. W. Goldsby was arrested ou

Bowvk, MoomficM, N. J.

Ap-o-

,

I.

EVERY MINER NEEDS SCOTT'S EMULSION.

Scott &

FOR H 10 NT A three or six room
f
Louse furnished or unfurnished.
ply to 1). b'. Lowitzki.

Santa, Fe Chapter No
1. R. A. M.
FOR RENT Rooms for men. Newly
Regular
convocation
seconf' furnished.
Hot water heat.
I's" of
Monday of each month library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson (drat Masonic Hall at j.it Gran and Johnson. Tel. 2701.
"'.30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIK,
FOR SALE. Relinquishment of 107
H. P. acres;
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Also new
good improvcmriit
h. p. gasoline
Secretary.
For
engine.
address R. G McDougall
N M
,illf.krn.()
JbtfHl Santa reK. Commaimery
T. Regular
No. 1,
conclave fourth Mon rOU bALL 1" Room House on lot
day in each month at jr,)xrV f I'i't. near Santa Fe depot.
Masonic Hall at 7:30 j. Room House
,
4 acres
and
p. m.
in alfalfa and Kmall orchard
Good
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C, location.
7 Lots
HanKxlW) fret.
!W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
cock street. Address or apply to Mar'
jcelino Garcia, 112 Cor. Sandoval and
Santa Fe Lodge of Pe'.'- Water streets
fectlon io. 1, 14th de- gree. Ancient and AcTYPEWRITERS
cepted Scottish Rite ol
and repaired. Nm
Cleaned,
adjusteo.
Free Masonry meets on
lurmsueu. umuona anu
the third Monday of each month at
Typewriters sold, exchcaugeJ
o'clock in the evenhig In the New P"ml ren,.e('- Standard makes handled.
Rite
Scottish
Cathedral.
Visiting
A" repair work and typewriters
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
a,n,eed'
A. MASS1E, 32,
Phone 2;?1 e,ry,,ewrlter
W.
Venerable Master change.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.

h.

SCOTT S EMULSION is all nourishment; it strengthens the lungs and
prevents coughs, colds, rheumatism,
grippe and pneumonia.

y

appre-forthe-

MASC"IC.
Montezuma
Ixidge
No. I, A. y. & A. M.
conituiiuiRegular
cation first Monday
each month at
Masonic
Hall
at
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.

gradually weakens even a
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FRIDAY, MARCH 28, 1913.

A. T

i
j

Slate of

New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
In District Court.
Trinidad L. de Lujati, Plaintiff, v.
No.
Defendant.
Remijfo
Lujan,
7061.

& S. F. R'Y

;TO THE AMOVE NAMED DEFEND-- '
ANT:
You are hereby notified
TIME TABLE
that th :
above named plaintiff has commenced
a naction against you in the above
Effective January 1st, 1913.
r amed court, in which said action slm
Eeeks to have the bonds of matrimony
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and row uniting and binding you and he,"
No. 10 eastbound.
dissolved, and in which she asks io
have awarded to her care and custody
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p. of the minor child born of
said marm.
riage.
No. 3 carries passengers to AlbuYou are
hereby further notified
that unlesR you enter your appearance
querque, locally, and to Pacific
ir. Baid cause on or before the 22r.l
Coast points.
day of April, A. D. 1913, your defaiilr
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and will be noted and judgment and decrt e
entered in said cause in accordant
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
with the prayer of said complaint on
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
file in said action.
train for Clovis and Pecos ValThe name and address of plaintiff s
ley points.
E. P.
attorney is as follows,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p. Davies, Capital City Bank Bldg., SanH
m.
I e. N. M.
Witness the Honorable Edmund t,'.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conAbbott, Judge of the Firet Judicial
nect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No, District Court, State of New Mexico.
within and for the County of Bant
4 eastbound.
Fe, and the Feal of said District Cctir.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p. 'this 5th day of March, A. D. 1913.
m.
M. A. ORTIZ,
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
Clerk.
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and By EDW. L SAFFORD, Deputy.
No. 9 westbound.
(SEAL)
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
Work for the New Mexican. It is
a. m.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
'

j

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

New Mexican Want

bring results.

Try

It

Ads

always

PACe

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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phan girls have not been found.
TWO HUNDRED BODIES
RECOVERED IN PIQUA.
Celina, Ohio, March 28. The waters have recoiled In Pio.ua and 200
It is
bodies have been recovered.
believed there are no other victims.
Thi information, the first direct to
reach here came by telephone today.
Kelief measures have been taken
by city authorities. The property loss;
'will be great, as must of the mahufac-- '
luring plants were destroyed by the

28, 1913.

from the flood districts of West In-- !
dianapolis until thorough
organisa
tion can be completed to Insure the
exclusion of vandals.
Which Has a Most Complete
Assortment of
Brigadier General Charles Girard
ROSES (all colors)
$2.00 a dozen
to the governor after all
reported
LINEN
STAMPED
CARNATIONS
CORRECT
MILLINERY,
$1.00 a dozen
Hooded
in
the
night duty
portions of
DAFFODILS
$1 .00 a dozen
the city that the, forces there must be
EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND COLVIOLETS
K
$ .50 a bunch
doubled to furnish adequate protecORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON,
tion,
APFvrwiv
Phone 12.
i lib
.Hundreds of telegrams offering aid
FOR A LIMITED TIME ;
are reaching he governor today with
Banquet Tomatoes, per' cm,
the resumption of wire service. The
$.10
"
"
1.20
.
.
.
Indiana Society of San Francisco ofHood.
per doien, .
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
2.35
per case,
There is no such distress in I'iqua fered aid, and the Hillings, Montana,
shipus in Dayton. A company of militia, chamber of commerce offered
a regular 2 for 25c
Banquets are the standard No.
from Covington, is in Plqua, main- ments of thirty to one hundred carselier. Our price ICc per can.
30 cents a bushel.
company's office, was in Albutiueniue. taining order and caring for those loads of potatoes at
ADOLPHUS BUSCH SENDS
IN FEDERAL COURT.
made destitute by the flood.
CHECK FOR $25,000,
A report from Troy by telephone
A case of interest because of the
of
been
had
St.
is
March 28. The Citithat
was
if
here
Mo.,
lives,
Louis,
that
any
few,
principals residing
association
Frank 41. Jones as trustee vs. Louis lost there, although the town suffered zens Emergency Relief
which is collecting funds for the Ohio
Napoleon which is in the federal great property loss.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
court. Judge John It. McFie repre-- i
The high land on either side of the and Indiana flood sufferers, today re- sents Mr. Jones; Judge Northcult of Miami valley, was the salvation of ceived a check for $25,000 from Adol-- !
HIGH-GRADthe
Colorado, Leroy O. Moore, Catron & Troy.
phus Busch.
Accompanying
cred-I
was
certain
check
a
et
letter
that
the
nl,
Is
now under water.
Catron,
represent
directing
Most of the city
iters.
Militia from Sidney and Covington, to- money be turned over to the Keel
gether with the local militia and a re- Cross for immediate relief,
WORST OF FLOOD IS OVER.
Achieved by Students of the
lief committee,, are guarding property TRAIN SERVICE TODAY
IS MUCH IMPROVED.
and recovering bodies.
(Continued from page one).
Chicago, ill., March 28. The Chi- With every hour the list of missing
AND
decreases as men and wo iten believed cago and Eastern Illinois road today
were entering the suburbs, provisions
is
own
direct
Its
over
trains
those
running
drowned
discovered
are
among
THROUGH THEIR
had arrived to a point within four who
line to Danville, 111., and Attica, lnd.
escaped to high ground
miles from the city and there were In-to Evansville, lnd., are being
Trains
damof
and
The
loss
,'fe
greatest
oictUious that the bitter cold of the
routed by way of Danville and over
In
to
was
the
southeast
age
property
last 24 hours was passing,
as Shawnee, the Big Four through Paris, 111., to
THE COURTESY of Mr. Julius H. Gerdes, the
Klectric light and water companies part of the city, known
THROUGH
where
factories
located the Indiana city.
Are II HAVE Y01R WATCH CLEANED
mauy
have arranged to exhibit the results of Local
are still out of commission and will be and
There was a marked Improvement
comThe
relief
lived.
employes
OCCASIONALLY.
tor days.. One small gas engine is
Students' Work in the windows of GERDES DRY GOODS
mittee estimated that thre are 2,.r00 today in train service with the flood
of
a
fitful
with
the
supply
zone
and
of Indiana
Ohio.
city
serving
homeless to be cared for.
CO. This exhibit is in charge of Mr. D. MacCurdy, and will
fuel and there is little, if any coal
The Fort Wayne division of the
"We need provisions, clothing and
be held for THREE DAYS ONLY.
Provisions are scarce, shoes," is the
available.
The PennBV'vail'a system resumed a full
cry from Piqua.
of Trinidad Alarid.
many families in the flooded sections militia from Sidney reported no loss jsciieduie between cntcago and rvew the inundated streets, to bring supa brother-in-laI. C. S.
SOME FACTS ABOUT
He leaves a large family in Albuquer- l'ork, except the 24 hour train, which ulies'
being entirely without.
life
of
there.
each
Course
a
J.
is
T.
'
Co.,
$6,000,000.
logical chain;
Capital
the city OHIO
between
has been suspended indefinitely. The HUNDREDS OF FAMILIES
Communication
que. The funeral arrangements have
RIVER RISING
to remember one link is to reTotal Floor Space of Buildings, 7
LEAVE NEW ALBANY, not been announced.
are being routed from
section known as Putnam,
trains
and
the
through
TODAY.
AT
EVANSVILLE
member the chain.
acres.
New Albany, Ind., Mavih 28. Hun-to Mansfield, from Mansfield
where it is believed the loss of life
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
Because made
Mail Matter Handled Each Day, 3C, EASY TO APPLY.
28 The Chicago
Kvansville, Ind., .March
driven The finest rooms in the
is
to Akron, over the Erie line and from dreds of families have teen
the
to
be
be
will
found
greatest,
city, haying
to meet actual neds in actual
000 Pieces.
Ohio river today showed a rise of live
Akron to Alliance and thence to f:om their homes by the Ohio river electric litht. steam heat ani .baths.
still.
Industrial practice.
Cost of Buildings, $950, OC0.
feet and
since last night
food.
are
Others
in
moving
anticipaCOSHOCTON REPORTS FLOOD
The European Hotel,
centrally loNumber of Employes, 3,300
and Forecaster Brand issued a warn- Pittsburgh.
WHAT WE TEACH
The Panhandle division of the Penn- tion of a further rise. AH factories on cated.
HAS CLOSED BIG MILL.
State Progressive HeadquarNumber of Courses, 234.
all
and
stock
moveable
that
ing
propthe
'I
river
are
closer'
no
front
LouisHaleMmnnnhlp
sylvania railroad is operating local
ters in the hotel.
Chicago. March 28. A' private
Cost of Preparation of Textbooks
AihonlsliiK Mnn
erty affected by a 18 foot stage of the trains from Chicago to
Royal Center, ville, St, Louis division of the South-trWi'Uinit
received today by J. I;, Clow & rivet' should be removed
A pimply skin need not 'annoy you.
and Instruction Paoers, $1,50C,- sunby
Wlmlmv Trinimlrm
Railway is the only roa-- entering!
Ind. Regular train service between
Sons from the manager of tneir mill down. Mayor Heilman is
T'ook's Sulphur arid Cream Tartar
000.;
IJookkpephiH
is operating trains.
here
directing
that
was
Continued
York
New
and
let Coshocton, Ohio, where a force of the collection of skill's and motor Chicago
Nit'tioKniphy
Amount Spent AnnuaHy fnr Preparlc.enges clears the skin through
without interruption today by the HOTEL GUESTS WERE
Agriculture
roil men ia employed', reads as
of the blood.
boats to curry people from flooded
ing and Revising Textbooks and
Poultry Kit.rniiriK
IN
NOT
NEED
AID.
OF
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern,
"Most disastrous llooa in his- districts.
('omm'Ti'iiil J 'histi'atinK
In addition the city
au- Instruction Papers, $100,000.
havFor
Flood
Victims Persons
lOTiiiK ii Nimi 1'iiiiiliMK
'Michigan Central .Grand Trunk and
Dayton, Ohio, March 28. Among
tory ot city, Water within two feet thorlties ure cons,m.tjn; flood gates
Mechanical
KnghiPcr
ing clothing to contribute for the
I. C. S TEXT BOOKS
the
taken
Nickel
roads.
Plate
of
out
the
water
Algonrefugees
till
Meoliaiiira! lnu'i stint
cf top of plant. Must w.ilt
to k(?ep tU(J risjng watera out of the
Over 100,00(1 1. V. 8 students
Sliwi- VI, Mai Draftsman
The. Baltimore & Ohio ran local quin hotel today, were Stephen Pat- Hood sufferers will please send (lie
subsides."
A record breaking flood stage
l
(.j(v
Wurker
have been awarded Diplomas or
trains as far east us Chicago junc terson und his wife, who were guests packages to the public library on SatKit ctvloal KnKiinHT
TWENTY LIVES LOST
in the river is feared.
library
have made conslderabl" progress m
LishiliiH ,
Ohio. The Erie sent traitiB east at the hotel when the flood waters urday, March 29th, during
tion,
IN BROOK ESVI LLE TOO.
REPORTS THAT
MlpoLETOWN
hours. Packages which cannot be deRailway Work
the advanced subjects of their
to Huntington, Indiana. Monon trains swept down upon
the
city!
Telephone Kxpert
FOURTEEN PERISHED THERE were unable to
will be called for, if notice is
Indianapolis Ind., March 28. Not
riourses of study; 225,('OU nore have
( 'onerele.
Const ruction
get further than Mon-o- Mr. Patterson is a brother' of John livered
fewer than 20 lives were lost in
sent to Mrs. W. S. Harroun, 234 West
Architecture
Middletown, Ohio, March 28. Fourcompleted Mathematics, Hiysies.
flooded
in
the
district.
Intl.,
ll.
Patterson, the Cash Register manConti'tietlnK and KuiltliiiK
Brookesville when the flood struck teen persons are known to be dead
Drawing, and other preliminary
The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Day- ufacturer. Anxiety has been felt also Palace Ave.
Structural Kntilnecr
Charles here as the result of the flood. The
to
A ii lit, e mm
The mass meeting which was to
ft Ins
according
night,
Monday
)ra
of
the
with
assistance
the
ton railroad today resumed operation for the safety of Mrs. Frank Pattersubjects
Henttnts ami Ventilation
have been held on Saturday night at
McDonald, of this city, who reached property loss is estimated at $1,500,-000- . of trains on the line between Lima
Faculty of the Schools; and several
sister-in-lariumhihif
a
son,
The
was
latter
here this afternoon from thnt town,
the Palace of the Governors by the
Civil KiiKlnepr
There are 100 flood sufferers in and Piqua, Ohio. The Fort Wayne found
hundred thousand others, without
safe in her home on West Fifth civic
HriilKn t;n(lne,.r
when ho left Wednesday
of the Woman's
morning. the emergency hospital, which has route of the
alsending in written exercises for
Railroad Construction
system
Pennsylvania
street, although the water had almost club ofdepartment
He saw four bodies Tuesday and es- been established in a school house. so resumed
Fe
be postponed unwill
Santa
Surveying
correction, have successfully purLima.
into
trains
running
invaded the second story.
MlniiiK KnKimer
timated
between thirty and forty Measles have bruke out among them. The Grand
til
that
2, at 2 p. ta. This
sued their studies from our unique
Wednesday,
April
&
road
has
Indiana
Rapids
ChetniHlry
An attempt to reach the Algonquin
home-studaccount of
The city has no gas and no drinking
Textile Manufal'tuniiK
Textbooks.
persons were drawned.
opened its line between Fort Wayne hotel late yesterday by the son and date has been changed on
French
GIRLS
LOST
ORPHAN
the fact that this date set will be
the
but
electric
EASY TO LEARN. Uecause they
service
water,
light
and Decatur, Ind.
German
H.
Patterson was suc- the same as that set for the Republinephew of John
SWIMMING TOWARDS SHORE. has been restored. A military com- TEMPORARY RELIEF
are simple, clear, concise, exact.
Spanish
Civil Service Hxanis.
cessful, aud to the astonishment of can convention.
Because
This is to be an open
EASY TO REMEMBER,
HAS BEEN FURNISHED. the two
Automobile Kunninpr
Peru, Ind., March 28. Esther Cra- - pany from Fort Thomas is expected
young men, they found' that
mer, a 14 year old orphan was drown-- j to arrive today. The flood is receding
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 28. A lit- the marooned guests were in need ot meeting and both men and women are
urged to attend. The speakers for
ed today with three girl companions, rapidly.
tle more than $70,000 already has no food.
Supplies which the would-bDEATH LIST IN PERU
the day will be Mr. Owen who wtll
all orphans.
been contributed here for the relief rescuers had
brought with them wer? speak on the water question and Mr.
NOT AS BIG AS REPORTED. of the flood sufferers in the Miami
give the railroad officials another
In an effort to save their lives the
declined.
Levi Hughes and Secretary of State
larch as. As Peru valley, according to a report made to- BIG RELIEF
Peru, Ind.,
hearing on the subject of mileage lour girls swam through a raging torFUND
'
Lucero will also speak.
befrom
flood
the
made
it
Contributions
emerged
today,
Esther
by
day.
nearly
IN DENVER.
IS
books for use on all the railroads of rent several hundred yards.
SECURED
came
in
the
union
are
in
that
will
This was a quiet day at the Capiall
death
list
states
the
apparent
roachort ii railroad embankment but
arriving
Denver, Colo., March 28. ApproxiNew Mexican Want Ads always
tol, the engrossing subject of conver- tliis state, The hearing is scheduled wag tf)0 wpak tQ hoId 0 uutil reacXKrs not run over 25. Many cling to their each mail.
Reports received from
1.
for the relief of flood bring results. Try it.
for
April
sation being the nomination of the
came to her aid. Her corpse, swept statements that fifty is a nearer esti every flooded towns and districts say mately $15,500
sufferers had been collected in Denver
DISSOLUTION.
"citizens ticket" last night and the
jaway by the swift current, lodged on mate of the fatalities but a careful the flood situation Is in excellent at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Leaders
of
and
to
the
that
leads
belief
survey
was
provisions
and
that
the
plenty
shape
wire
impending convention of the Republibarbed
The Sandoval Sheep company filed !a
fence,
From Dayton, ot the organizations in charge of the
lower number is more correet.
have been received.
cans tomorrow.
papers in the office of the ered by members of the relief
MILEAGE BOOKS.
The direct death list as a result of the greatest sufferer a report reach- work estimated that the total would
corporation commission. The imittee. The bodies of three other or.
will
the flood, may go , much higher as ed the committee that no more provi- be brought up to- - $25,000. Funds are
The corporation commission
being raised in practically every town
scores of aged men and women, who sions were needed for the present.
in Colorado, but few reports have been
lor hours were forced to undergo ter PARTY IN ROW BOAT
DROWNED IN WABASH. made. Mrs. Mary C. Bradford, state
rible experiences, probably will die.
Terra Haute, Ind., March 28. While superintendent of public instruction,
Four persons died last night as a direct result of exposure.
attempting to cross the Wabash river has sent out appeals to all the school
Although the conditions in the main in a row boat today, Ed Loffner, Bud of the state, urging "penny contribuportion of Peru are rapidly improving, Shoemaker and the hitter's wife were tions" from the pupils.
Governor Joseph M. Carey, of Wyothe water having receded, to such an drowned when the boat capsized in
Their bodies were swept ming, this afternoon issued a proclaextent as to allow people to wade
about the streets. The conditions in away. The body of Sammy Richard- mation culling upon the people of the
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
South Peru are still desperate. Ten son, a small boy, was recovered to state to aid in relief.
RED CROSS DIRECTOR
feet of water yet lies over thnt sec- day. He disappeared yesterday.
CHICAGO RAISES OVER
IS ENROUTE TO DAYTON.
tion.
$150,000 FOR RELIEF.
Cincinati, Ohio, March 28. Ernest
PEOPLE OF COLORADO
Chicago, 111., March 28. Chicago's Bicknell, director of the American
THANKED FOR GIFTS,
rcHef fund for the flood victims reach Red Cross reached here late today
Denver, Colo., March 28. Governor
in and left immediately for Dayton to
Amnions today received a message ed S157.000 today and is being
new
contributions.
assume charge of the Red Cross
creased
by
hourly
from Governor Cox, of Ohio, thanking
to send to the flood
All public institutions here
the people of Colorado for their The city expects
have been ordered thrown open to
victims $200,000 or more cash.
prompt response in aid of the flood
The United Charities, which has refugees from flooded towns.
id
sufferers. The telegram stated that
been
at work for several days collect
while the waters are receding the suf
ing clothing, rushed two car loads to
mint
Pillows
fering is great.
Ohio this morning.
OHIO RIVER IS RISING
taid Herb Hatbrouck the
Captain Frank C. Carland, of the
SWIFTLY AT WHEELING.
life saving station in Chigoverntment
28
QtkernighU'
The
Wheeling, .W. Va., March
Ohio river at this point reached 50.8 cago, was hurried to Terre Haute,
THE WEATHER.
X
rescue
in
to
the
assist
lnd.,
today
feet today and was rising two Inches
Santa Fe, N. M., March 2S. X
work. His orders came within two X For
One
an hour.
New Mexico: Tonight and X
from
Fort
had
returned
hours
after he
The report from Pittsburgh that the
X Saturday fair with warmer wea- - X
resOhio was stationary at that place was Wayne, where he and his men
X ther.
X
chilmost encouraging news to the entire cued six nurses and sixty-ninX XX X X X XX X X X X
That Is as Comfortable
flood bound in the county orphan
dren,
Wheeling district and gave hope that
For all smokers. Cake Box smoking
as Pillows, and that is
the predicted record breaking flood asylum.
WATERS ARE FALLING
would not develop.
tobacco, pipe and
in 25c,
RAPIDLY IN FLOOD AREAS. EOc, $1 and $2 sizes.cigarette,
Hundreds of persons driven from
Zook's PharMarch 28. Some macy.
OhlOy
Columbus,
PFLUEGER'S SHOES
their homes by the high water walked
of
For Sale Team, wagon, harness,
the streets of thiB city and surround- definite idea as to the total number
who lost their lives on the awl surrey.
Inquire or write A, A.
ing towns during the night, unable to persons
west
of Columbus when the Tiptou, care N. M.
side
secure shelter. There Is little actual
5
Penitentiary.
Scioto river flood broke through the
FOR
Made to Order There are no 111
suffering, however, 'as the night was
to
is
be
today.
levee,
expected
gained
fitting backs, or uneven skirts on any
not cold.
At daybreak this morning, hundreds of our garments. W. H. Goebel Co.
VENICE, OHIO, REPORTS
Young Men,
and
for
rescue
relief parties started
of
Kggs for hatching, $1.00; settling
THIRTY-TRE DEAD.
of
section
the
flooded
with
supplies
from
bred
selected
White
pens pure
Cincinnati, Ohio,. March 28. AnLeghorns. C. H. Smith, 507 College St
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YOU going to be

and inconvenienced any longer for
the sake of saving a few
cents a day? Many times
you have wished that you
might call up a friend who
was going away; you have
wished you mignt call up a store for something
you needed in a hurry, or to say that it would be
inconvenient for you to keep a certain engagement. Isn't daily peace and comfort worth many
times the small daily cost of a telephone?
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